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Creating and Editing Volunteer Calendars 
 
You may have as many volunteer calendars you would like.  A “volunteer calendar” is essentially a 
category of volunteering.  These categories are important as they are segmented as such for the 
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volunteer’s view.  You may also assign administrative permissions and notifications on a per 
calendar basis. 
 
Calendar List View 
After logging into VolunteerMatters, you may select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of 
existing calendars.  The system may contain multiple list views for volunteer calendars which you 
may define.  If you do not see the calendar you wish to manage, this may be due to the selected 
view.  Just above the list view you will see a drop-down list for the view options.  This control will 
allow you to select from your private views (views created by you just for you) and public views 
(views created by an administrator who set the view to share with all shift administrators for this 
calendar).  You may click on the “View” label to the 
left of the view to see the view description set by the 
administrator.  You may also click the ‘+’ symbol to 
reveal options to edit, add clone views.  For more 
information on managing views of all types please review the “Managing List Views” section o f this 
guide. 
 
Editing the properties of an existing calendar 
After logging into VolunteerMatters, you may select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of 
existing calendars.  Click the ‘Edit’ icon to the right of the calendar’s listing update its properties (as 
described below) 
 
Creating a new calendar 
After logging into VolunteerMatters, you may select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of 
existing calendars or add new calendars.  Click ‘New Calendar’.  
 

 
 

• Name – Choose a unique calendar name comprised of alpha-numeric characters 
 

• Status - Active calendars are available for use.  Calendars with Preview status can be 
displayed but will not allow sign-ups.  Disabled calendars are only accessible by 
administrators. 

 
• Description 
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• Lock-in Days - This is the number of days before a shift, after which volunteers may not 
withdraw using the system. 

 
• Lock-out Days - This is the number of days before a shift, after which volunteers may not 

sign-up or withdraw using the system. 
 

• Time zone - Choose the time zone applicable for this calendar.  It is discouraged to create a 
volunteer calendar that may be used by volunteers or administrators from various time 
zones.  If this is a necessity you must educate your volunteers that the notifications shifts 
times, etc. will be set to the time zone that was selected by the administrator. 

 
• Display order - This value helps order calendars in lists by overriding the default 

alphabetical ordering.  The lower the whole number entered in this field, the higher the 
calendar will be displayed when listed.  If two or more calendars have the same display 
order value, they will be sorted alphabetically. 

 
• Allow On Behalf Of 

An administrator may identify if your contacts may "sign up on behalf of friends" for certain 
volunteer opportunities.   When the volunteer signs-up, they will be prompted to include the 
name and email address of the friends they will be bringing with them.  If those friends are 
not already in your contact database, a new record will be created and they will be added as 
an assignee for that event. 

 
• Allow Volunteer Comments 

When a volunteer signs up for a volunteer opportunity you can allow them to provide a 
comment/feedback at the time of the sign-up. 

 
• Hide Volunteers 

When a volunteer reviews the detail on a volunteer opportunity they may see a list of 
individuals currently assigned to that opportunity.  You may turn this ability off so they may 
only see whether they are signed up or not.  By default, calendars are set to show the list of 
current assignees to all volunteers. 

 

Assigning Volunteer Administrators 
Each Volunteer Calendar may have as many Administrators as you would like (depending on the 
number of Annual Administrator Licenses your organization has subscribed to).  Each administrator 
will be given the right to manage shifts and assignments for that specific calendar.  If you would like 
to give one individual administrative rights on multiple calendars you will have to repeat the steps on 
each calendar.  Each administrator must already have a record in your contact database, whether 
they are staff or a volunteer, with the security role “Volunteer Calendar Manager” associated with 
their Site User Record. 
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After logging into VolunteerMatters, you may select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of 
existing calendars.  Click the ‘Admins’ icon to the right of the calendar’s listing.  If administrators 
already exist, you will see them in a list view where you can click: 
 

• Edit - to update their notification preferences, or delete their permissions altogether 
 

• Site User Record – This will bring you to their VolunteerMatters site user record.  This may 
be important if you wish to also give them privileges in other areas of the system or to allow 
them to run reports on volunteer data (including volunteer shift activity) 
 

• Contact – to view their full contact record in the system for contact and biographical data 
 
When creating a new administrator for a calendar you can do a search by name and select the 
proper individual.  You may also select when this administrator should receive notices related to this 
volunteer Calendar 
 

• Receive an email notification when a volunteer signs up for a shift 
 
• Receive an email notification when a volunteer withdraws from a shift 

 

Managing Volunteer Shifts and Assignments 
As an administrator, you may manage volunteer shifts by logging into the system, clicking on the 
Admin link, then clicking on the calendar you wish to manage within the Volunteering section.   You 
may also select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of existing calendars where you can 
select ‘Shifts’ to the right of the listing.   The system will return volunteer shifts in a list view.   
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The system may contain multiple list views on volunteer shifts which you may define.  Just above the 
list view you will see a drop-down list for the view options.  This 
control will allow you to select from your private views (views 
created by you just for you) and public views (views created by 
an administrator who set the view to share with all shift 
administrators for this calendar).  You may click on the “View” 
label to the left of the view to see the view description as set by 
the administrator.  You may click the ‘+’ to edit, add, and clone 
views. For more information on managing views of all types please review the “Managing List Views” 
section o f this guide. 
 
 
Adding Shifts - You may easily add 
new volunteer shifts for a single day, 
or a set of days within a range and by 
day of the week.  To do this, log into 
the VolunteerMatters system, click on 
Admin icon and then click on the 
calendar you wish to add a shift to, 
and then click ‘Add’ toward the top of 
the page. 
 

1. Enter the name of this 
volunteer shift  
 

2. Enter a description for this 
shift.  The description 
appears when a contact 
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clicks on that shift in the calendar. 
   

3. Enter Date Range and Days of Week 
 
Shift that is on a single day: 
If the shift you are entering is for a single day, enter that same date (yyyy-mm-dd) in the 
'Start Date' and 'End Date' fields.  You may check the day of the week that date lands or if 
you do not know, you may select all days of the week (In either case it will only create that 
shift for the one day specified by the start and end date). 
 
Single Shift that spans over two days:  
If the shift you are entering is for a single shift on one day but extends into another (for 
example it starts at 10pm and ends at 1am), enter that start date of the first day (yyyy-mm-
dd) in the 'Start Date' field and add the end date of the second day in 'End Date' field. You 
may check the days of the week that both dates lands or if you do not know, you may select 
all days of the week (In either case it will only create that shift for the one day specified by 
the start and end date). 
 
Shifts that repeat over multiple days: 
If you would like to enter a set of days you may enter a date range (for example 01/01/200X 
through 12/31/200X) by entering the earliest date of the range in the 'Start Date' field and 
the last date of the range in the 'End Date' field.  Next, chose which days of the week, you 
would like to be including within that date range.  If there are dates from this set you would 
like to remove from the calendar you may do so by deleting shifts as described later in this 
document. 

 
4. Enter the start time of the volunteer shift.   

 
5. Enter the end time of the volunteer shift.   

 
6. Enter the maximum number of contacts that may be assigned to this volunteer shift. 

 
7. Choose the proper volunteer shift status.  A "locked" shift is one that will be viewable from 

the website but will not accept sign-ups from contacts regardless of whether or not an 
assignment had previously been made.  A "released" volunteer shift is a shift that is 
available to accept sign-ups/registrations from the website. 

 
8. Click 'Preview' to review your proposed additions 

 
9. Click 'Apply' to save your changes or click 'Back' to alter those changes 

 
 
Deleting Shifts - You may delete volunteer shifts individually.  To do this: 

1. Log into the system 
2. Click on Admin and click on the link for Volunteer Calendar you wish to delete a shift. 
3. You may set or change the filter for your volunteer shifts by clicking the 'Show Filter' icon 

toward the top of the volunteer shift list 
4. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the shift in the list. Click “Delete”. 
5. You will be prompted with an "Are you sure?" message and have to click 'OK' before the 

shift is permanently deleted.   
 

The system will not allow you to delete shifts that have already been assigned to a contact.  You 
must first delete the volunteer assignment(s) before the system will allow you delete that shift.  See 
"deleting an Assignment" later in this document for more information. 
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Editing Shifts - You may edit volunteer shifts individually or in bulk.  To do this, log into the system, 
click on Admin icon and then click on the calendar you wish to edit. You may set or change the filter 
for your volunteer shifts by clicking the 'Show Filter' icon toward the top of the volunteer shift list.   
 
� To edit an individual shift, simply click the 'Edit' button to the right of its listing.  If this shift has 

not been assigned to a contact you may edit all of the shift details (Name, Description, Shift 
Date, Start Time, End Time, Max Slots, and Shift Status Fields).  If the shift had been previously 
assigned to a contact you may only edit the shift description and status.  Once your edits have 
been made, click 'Apply' or 'Done' to save your changes.  For more information on how to fill-out 
or edit the shift fields, please see "Adding Shifts" earlier in this document. 

 
� To edit shifts in bulk, you may then place a check in one or more boxes to the left of the shift's 

listing and click the 'Edit Selected' link toward the top of the page.  If any one of the selected 
shifts already has an assignment, you may only edit the shift description and status.  If none of 
the selected shifts had been assigned to a contact you may edit all of the shift details (Name, 
Description, Shift Date, Start Time, End Time, Max Slots, and Shift Status Fields).  For more 
information on how to fill-out or edit the shift fields, please see "Adding Shifts" earlier in this 
document.  Once your edits have been made, click 'Preview' to review your proposed additions.  
Click 'Apply' to save your changes or click 'Back' to alter those changes. 

 
Locking/Releasing Shifts - A "locked" shift is one that will be viewable from the website but will not 
accept sign-ups from the contacts regardless of whether or not an assignment had previously been 
made.  A "released" volunteer shift is a shift that is available to accept sign-ups/registrations from the 
website.  You may edit volunteer shift status individually or in bulk.  To do this, log into the system, 
click on Admin icon and then click on the calendar you wish to modify.  You may set or change the 
filter for your volunteer shifts by clicking the 'Show Filter' icon toward the top of the volunteer shift 
list.   
 
� To change the status of an individual shift, simply click the 'Edit' button to the right of its listing.  

You may edit the shift status and click 'Apply' or 'Done' to save your changes. 
 

� There are two ways to edit shift status in bulk.  First, you may bulk edit shifts by placing a check 
in one or more boxes to the left of the shift's listing and click the 'Edit Selected' link toward the 
top of the page.  You may edit the shift status and click 'Preview' to review your proposed 
additions and click 'Apply' to save your changes.  The second method is to place a check in one 
or more boxes to the left of the shift's listing and click the 'locked selected' or 'release selected' 
link toward the top of the page. 

 
 
Assignments - An administrator may manually add, edit, or delete/withdraw an assignment on 
behalf of a contact.  To do so, log into the system, click on Admin icon and then click on the calendar 
you wish to add an assignment to.  To narrow your search, you may set or change the filter for your 
volunteer shifts by clicking the 'Show Filter' icon toward the top of the volunteer shift list.  In this list 
view of shifts, you will notice a column labeled "Assign Count".  This is the number of contacts that 
have been assigned to this particular volunteer shift.  You will also notice a value in the column 
labeled 'Max Slots'.  Max slots are the total number of contacts that are allowed to sign up for the 
same volunteer shift.  
 
Clicking on the “Assignments” link to the right of the Shift will allow you to act on assignments for this 
shift.   
 
� If you wish to assign a contact to the shift click on the "Assign" icon and enter the contact’s 

name and hit the search button. Select the contact you wish to Add and you can either add 
Notes or check that the Contact Did Not Show.  This designation will record those times when a 
contact has been scheduled but they either did not show for their volunteer assignment or 
canceled without sufficient notice.  Click 'Submit' to save your changes. 
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� If you wish to edit an existing assignment click on the "Edit Assignment" icon next to the 
Contact’s Name and then you can either add/ Notes or check that the Contact Did Not Show.  
This designation will record those times when a contact has been scheduled but they either did 
not show for their volunteer assignment or canceled without sufficient notice.  Click 'Submit' to 
save your changes. 

 
� If you wish to remove a contact from an assignment click on the "Edit Assignment" icon next to 

the Contact’s Name and click "Remove Assignment". 

 

Recording When a Volunteer "Did Not Show" 
An administrator may set any assignment to a "Did Not Show" designation.  This designation will 
record those times when a volunteer assignment has been scheduled but the contact either did not 
show for their assignment or canceled without sufficient notice.  This information would also be 
viewable by the contact when they log into the Home Area of the VolunteerMatters System.  To 
make such a designation, log into the system, click on the Admin link, then click on the calendar you 
wish to manage within the Volunteering section.  To narrow your search, you may set or change the 
filter for your volunteer shifts by clicking the 'Show Filter' icon toward the top of the volunteer shift 
list.  Once you have found the correct shift, click on the "Edit Assignment" icon next to the Contact’s 
Name.  After clicking edit, you will be able to update any of the fields that were submitted at the time 
of registration.  Additionally, you will be able to mark the volunteer assignment as a "No Show" and 
provide notes.  Click 'Apply' or 'Done' to save your changes. 

 
Volunteer “On Behalf of Friends” 
When creating volunteer opportunities, an administrator may identify if your contacts may "sign up 
on behalf of friends".   When the volunteer signs-up, they will be prompted to include the name and 
email address of the friends they will be bringing with them.  If those friends are not already in your 
contact database, a new record will be created and they will be added as an assignee for that event. 

 

How to allow or prevent the ability to sign-up “friends” 
1. The volunteer must be given permission to sign up friends 

By default, all volunteers are given the rights to sign up on behalf of friends.  If you would 

like to remove this ability, you can edit a contact’s site user record and remove the security 

role for ‘Volunteer On Behalf Of Others’.   

2. The volunteer opportunities must be set to allow the sign-up of friends 

Turning on the ability to “sign up on behalf of friends” is set for an entire volunteer 

category/calendar.  So if you turn this ability on, then all volunteer opportunities in that 

calendar will allow the sign-up of friends.  In other words, if you want some volunteer 

opportunities to allow the sign up of friends and a separate set to NOT allow this, those 

opportunities will have to be in two separate calendars. 

a. Click on the Admin link from the main menu  
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b. Click on the Volunteer Calendars link

 
c. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the calendar for which you would like to activate 

volunteering on behalf of friends. 

d. Set the field “Allow On-Behalf-Of” to ‘TRUE’ and click ‘SAVE’ 

 

The Volunteer’s experience 
1.  The volunteer selects a volunteer opportunity from the calendar or list view.  If volunteering 

on behalf of friends is activated for this calendar AND the volunteer has the permission to 

volunteer on behalf of friends, they will see the opportunity to sign up myself, myself and 

friends, or just friends.  
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Notes: 

Clicking “add more fields” will add three additional rows for “friends” until the maximum 

available slots have been reached. 

 

2. The volunteer will fill in the friends’ names and/or email addresses and click “sign up now”.   

a. The system will match to an existing contact record or create a new contact record  

i. If the system does not find a match in the system for an existing contact with 

the same name/email it will add a new contact record to your database and 

will set its parent record to as the contact record that added them as a 

friend. 

ii. If the system finds more than one match in the database it will return to the 

screen and ask the volunteer to specify which contact the volunteer 

assignment should be assigned to.  

 
b. The system will add a volunteer assignment to the volunteer (if applicable) and their 

friends. 

i. In the assignment notes for friends it will specify which person signed up on 

their behalf  

c. The system will send out an email confirmation to all volunteers and friends will 

receive an email reminder of their commitment specifying the event details and who 

signed up on their behalf. 
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3. Three days prior to the scheduled volunteer assignment all volunteers and friends will 

receive an email reminder of their commitment specifying the event details and who signed 

up on their behalf. 
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Managing List Views 
 
VolunteerMatters allows an administrator to display and search for contact records, volunteer 
interactions, site users, volunteer calendars, volunteer shifts, with great flexibility and ease.  The 
system provides a mechanism whereby you can define any number of list views on this data.  For 
each view you can customize which records should be included, what column headings should be 
listed and in what order, and what the sort order of the list should be.  Additionally, you can always 
browse through the lists by jumping or in certain cases searching the list via keywords. 
 
We are going to provide examples of creating new views on the volunteer shift list and on the 
contact list to demonstrate how you can create views specific to your needs.   
 

Volunteer Shift List View 

As an administrator, you may manage volunteer shifts by logging into the system, clicking on the 
Admin link, then clicking on the calendar you wish to manage within the Volunteering section.   You 
may also select Admin, then Volunteer Calendars to view a list of existing calendars where you can 
select ‘Shifts’ to the right of the listing.   The system will return volunteer shifts in a list view.   
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The system may contain multiple list views on volunteer shifts 
which you may define.  Just above the list view you will see a 
drop-down list for the view options.  This control will allow you 
to select from your private views (views created by you just for 
you) and public views (views created by an administrator who 
set the view to share with all shift administrators for this 
calendar).  You may click on the “View” label to the left of the 
view to see the view description as set by the administrator.  
You may also click ‘+’ to edit, add, or clone views.  
 
Creating a View by Copying or Cloning an Existing View 
 

1. Click ‘+’ to the left of the view drop-down list, then click ‘Clone Current View’.   
2. Update the name and click ‘Save Properties’ 
3. If desired, click ‘Edit’ to the right of the ‘Filter’ Heading to update which volunteer 

opportunities should be included.  Click ‘Save’ when done. 
4. If Desired, click ‘Edit’ to the right of the ‘Columns’ header to update which columns should 

be included and also set the sort order.  Click ‘Save’ when done. 
5. Click ‘Return to List’ 

 
Creating a View from Scratch 

1. Click ‘+’ to the left of the view drop-down list, then click ‘Create New View’.   
2. Enter View Properties 

You will be prompted to enter a name and description for the view.  The name is what will 
appear in the drop-down list and the description is what will appear when you click on the “?” 
adjacent to the view for more help on what this view contains.  You will also be prompted to 
choose whether or not this view should be available to all authorized administrator (public or 
shared views) or only viable to you (Private).  Click ‘Create New View’ when completed. 
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3. Set filter(s) 

 
 
Click Edit in the green box labeled “List View Filter”.  This will allow you to only include the 
shifts you would like included in this particular view.  For example, they might be a view of 
shifts with a common name, shifts within a certain date range, shifts that occur at a certain 
time of day, etc. 
 
You may filter volunteer shifts by name, description, date, start time, end time, status, max 
slots, and assignment count.  For more information on filter options, please see Filtering 
Volunteer Shifts later in this section.  Once you have entered the desired filter options, click 
Save’. 
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4. Choose List View Columns and Sort Order 

 
 
You may select any of the fields from the ‘Available’ by clicking on the field name.  If you 
hold the Ctrl button, you may select multiple fields at once.  As each field is selected it will 
highlight in color.  You may include one or more fields after selecting by clicking the ‘Add’ 
button.  Conversely, if you would like to remove fields that have already been included in the 
view, you may select them and click on the ‘Remove’ button.  Each filed listed in the 
‘Included’ box will be added to the view.  Additionally, the order in which they are listed here 
(higher priority to those fields listed higher in the list) will be reflected in the list as column 
headings where the highest priority fields are left-most on the page.  You may change the 
ordering of the column headings by moving fields higher or lower in the list in the ‘Included’ 
box.  To move a field high or lower in the list, select the appropriate field and either click the 
‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons. 
 
You may define the sort order of the volunteer shifts which can be set to any of the available 
column headings.  In this case you can choose to sort by name, description, date, start time, 
end time, status, max slots, and assignment count.  You can set up to three sort rules (e.g., 
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sort by field1, then by field 2, then by field3).  Each sort rule can be set to ascending or 
descending.  When you have completing defining your column headings, ordering your 
column headings, and setting your sort order, click ‘Save’. 
 

5. Return to List 
After setting the view properties, setting a filter, 
choosing columns, and defining the sort order you can 
click ‘Return to List’.  If you click the drop-down list for 
views, you will now see your new view available for 
selection.  If you would like to alter this view at any time, 
you may select the view, then click ‘+’ to the left of the 
dropdown list and click ‘Edit View’. 

 
 

 
Filtering Volunteer Shifts 
You may filter volunteer shifts by name, description, date, 
start time, end time, status, max slots, and assignment 
count.  You can add any number of filter criterions.  There is 
no limit. 
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In the ‘Add’ box, click the ‘Choose One’ drop down box to select a criterion by which you would like 
to filter.   The filter gives you a number of options depending on the criterion selected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. If you should choose to set a filter criterion for ‘Shift’ (the shift name), ‘Description’, ‘Start 
Time’, or ‘End Time’ you can define a term that is: 
 
a)  contained within the field 
value 
 
b) is not contained within the 
field value 
 
c) equals (exactly matches) 
the field value 
 
d) does not equal the field 
value 
 
e) starts with a specific value 
 
f) ends with a specific value 
 
g) is empty (there is no value for the field)  – while the shift name is a required field, the 
description is optional. 
 
h) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 
  
 

2. If the criterion is a date (Shift Date), you may choose those shifts whose date value is on  
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or after a specific date or a relative date.  A specific date is where you define an exact year, 
month, and day.  A relative date is a value relative to the current date.  The options include: 
 
a) today 
b) one year ago 
c) three months ago 
d) one month ago 
e) one week ago 
f) yesterday 
g) tomorrow 
h) one week from today 
i) one month from today 
j) three months from today 
k) one year from today 
l) last year (calendar year) 
m) last quarter (calendar quarter) 
n) last month 
o) last week 
p) this year (calendar year) 
q) this quarter (calendar quarter) 
r) this month 
s) this week 
 
You may also choose those shifts whose date value is before a specific or relative date.  For 
example, to return only those shifts from the beginning of the month to today, you could 
define a filter where: 
 
The date is ‘On or after this month’ and ‘Before today’ 
 
   
 

3. If you should choose to set a filter criterion for a shift’s ‘Status’ you select where the status 
equals or does not equal: 
 
a)  Locked (Shifts 
unavailable for 
volunteer sign-ups) 
 
b) Released (Shifts 
available for sign-
ups) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. If you should choose to set a filter criterion for ‘Max Slots’ (the maximum number of available 
slots for volunteers 
on a specific shift) or 
‘Assigned Count’(the 
number of contacts 
assigned to the shift) 
you can define a 
value that is: 
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a)  equals (exactly matches) the field value 
 
b) does not equal the field value 
 
c) is less than the field value 
 
d) is less than or equal to the field value 
 
e) is greater than 
 
f) is greater than or equal to 
 
g) is empty (there is no value for the field)   
 
h) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 
 

When you have completed setting the filter elements or selected the saved filter you want to add, 
click ’Add’ button.  The filter element will now appear in the list above with a red ‘x’ to the right.  If 
at any time you want to remove a filter element, just click  .   
You may set a “Match Option”, where you can decide to show records that match ‘All Criteria’ (the 
shift would have to meet all filter criteria) or ‘Any Criteria’ (the shift only has to meet one of the filter 
criteria).  For instance if you were to have three filter elements: 
 
1) A shift’s name starts with ‘A’  
2) The shift has a ‘released’ status 
3) The shift date is on or after today.   
 
Setting the match option to ‘All Criteria’ would add all shifts whose name starts with the letter ‘A’ 
AND has a ‘Released’ status AND the shift date is after today.   
 
Setting the match option to ‘Any Criteria’ would add all shifts whose name starts with the letter ‘A’ 
OR has a ‘Released’ status OR the shift date is after today.   
 

Click ‘Apply’ ( ) to apply the match option 

 

Contact List View 

As an administrator, you may manage contacts by logging into the system, click on the Admin link, 
then click on the Contacts icon.   The system will return your contacts in a list view.   
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The system may contain multiple list views on contacts 
which you may define.  Just above the list view you will 
see a drop-down list for the view options.  This control 
will allow you to select from your private views (views 
created by you just for you) and public views (views 
created by an administrator who set the view to share 
with all contact administrators).  You may click on the 
“?” to the left of the view to see the view description as 
set by the administrator.  You may also edit existing 
views and create new views.  
 
Creating a New View by Cloning an Existing View 

1. Click ‘+’ to the left of the view drop-down list, 
then click ‘Clone Current View’.   

2. Update the name and click ‘Save Properties’ 
3. If desired, click ‘Edit’ to the right of the ‘Filter’ heading to update which contacts should be 

included.  Click ‘Save’ when done. 
4. If Desired, click ‘Edit’ to the right of the ‘Columns’ header to update which columns should 

be included and also set the sort order.  Click ‘Save’ when done. 
5. Click ‘Return to List’ 

 
 
Creating a New View 
 

1. Click ‘+’ to the left of the view drop-down list and click ‘Create New View’ 
2. Enter View Properties 

You will be prompted to enter a name and description for the view.  The name is what will 
appear in the drop-down list and the description is what will appear when you click on the “?” 
adjacent to the view for more help on what this view contains.  You will also be prompted to 
choose whether or not this view should be available to all authorized administrators (public 
or shared views) or only viable to you (Private).  Click ‘Create New View’ when completed. 

 
 
 

3. Set filter(s) 
Click Edit in the green box labeled “List View Filter”.  This will allow you to only include the 
contacts you would like included in this particular view.  For example, they might be a view 
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of contacts with a common name, membership start dates within a certain date range, 
contacts with the same status, who live in the same zip-code, who share common interest or 
skills, etc. 
 
You may filter contacts by any built-in or custom field. 
 
VolunteerMatters Standard Built-in Contact Fields: 
 
Text searches: 

• Contact ID (each record in the database is assigned a unique ID) 
• Attendance ID (VM Pro - unique ID associated with a barcode for this contact) 
• Name (search by title, first name, middle name, last name, and suffix) 
• Previous Name (maiden name) 
• Birthday (the month and day of birth) 
• Mailing Name 
• Online Photo (the image file 

associated with their record – 
contact photo) 

• Email 
• Telephone Numbers (home, work, 

cell, etc.) 
• Primary Address (search by street 

address, address2, city, state, postal 
code, country) 

• Placement (VM Pro - the committee, 
seat, and seat type to which a 
contact is currently assigned) 

 
Contact status search: 

• Contact Status (values customized 
by you in Setup) 

 
Site user search 

• Is Site User (whether or not a site 
user account is assigned to a 
contact – True/False) 

 
Dates: 

• Member Since Date  
• Birth Date (the year, month, and day of birth) 
• Status Date (the date the contact changed to their current status) 
• Create Date (the date the contact record was originally created) 

 
Along with filtering on built-in fields, you may also set filters on all custom fields you create 
and activate for your organization.  Please refer to the “Custom Fields for Contacts” section 
earlier in this guide to learn how to create and edit custom fields. 
 
Field Types for Custom Contact Fields: 

• Single line text 
• Multi line text 
• Date 
• Whole number 
• Decimal number 
• Money 
• Choose one from a list 
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• Choose multiple from a list 
For more information on filter options, please see Filtering Contact Records later in this 
section.  Once you have entered the desired filter options, click Save’. 
 

4. Choose List View Columns and Sort Order 

 
 
You may select any of the fields from the ‘Available’ by clicking on the field name.  If you 
hold the Ctrl button, you may select multiple fields at once.  As each field is selected it will 
highlight in color.  You may include one or more fields after selecting by clicking the ‘Add’ 
button.  Conversely, if you would like to remove fields that have already been included in the 
view, you may select them and click on the ‘Remove’ button.  Each filed listed in the 
‘Included’ box will be added to the view.  Additionally, the order in which they are listed here 
(higher priority to those fields listed higher in the list) will be reflected in the list as column 
headings where the highest priority fields are left-most on the page.  You may change the 
ordering of the column headings by moving fields higher or lower in the list in the ‘Included’ 
box.  To move a field high or lower in the list, select the appropriate field and either click the 
‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons. 
 
You may define the sort order of the contacts which can be set to any of the available 
column headings.  In this case, you can choose to sort by any built-in field or custom field.  
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You can set up to three sort rules (e.g., sort by field1, then by field 2, then by field3).  Each 
sort rule can be set to ascending or descending.  When you have completing defining your 
column headings, ordering your column headings, and setting your sort order, click ‘Save’. 
 

5. Return to List 
After setting the view properties, setting a filter, choosing 
columns, and defining the sort order you can click ‘Return 
to List’.  If you click the drop-down list for views, you will 
now see your new view available for selection.  If you 
would like to alter this view at any time, you may select the 
view, then click ‘Edit” to make updates. 
 

 
 
 
 
Filtering Contacts 
You may filter contacts by any built-in field or custom field.  
You can add any number of filter criterions.  There is no limit. 
 
In the ‘Add’ box, click the ‘Choose One’ drop down box to 
select a criterion by which you would like to filter.   The filter 
gives you a number of options depending on the criterion 
selected. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VolunteerMatters Standard Built-in Contact Fields: 
 
If you should choose to set a filter criterion for any of the following: 

• Contact ID (each record in the database is assigned a unique ID) 
• Name 
• Previous Name (maiden name) 
• Mailing Name 
• Telephone Numbers (home, work, cell, etc.) 
• Primary Address (search by street address, address2, city, state, postal code, country) 
• Birthday (the month and day of birth) 
• Online Photo (the image file associated with their record – contact photo) 
• Email 
• Attendance ID (VM Pro - unique ID associated with a barcode for this contact) 
• Placement (VM Pro - the committee, seat, and seat type to which a contact is currently 

assigned) 

You can define a term that 
is: 
 
a)  contained within the 
field value 
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b) is not contained within the field value 
 
c) equals (exactly matches) the field value 
 
d) does not equal the field value 
 
e) starts with a specific value 
 
f) ends with a specific value 
 
g) is empty (there is no value for the field)   
 
h) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 
 
The email field illustrated above contains a single field to filter from.  However other fields above, 
including name, telephone, address, and placement contain compound filters as illustrated below.  
 

 
 
In these cases, you can 
choose to ignore one 
aspect of the field (e.g. 
the title, first name, last 
name, and middle name) 
and only filter on one of 
more aspects of this 
compound field (e.g., 
where the suffix contains 
‘CPA’) 
 
Contact Status Filter 
You may customize the different status types for your organization in the setup section of 
VolunteerMatters.  When adding a Contact Status filter you can choose to include those contacts 
currently assigned to a certain status or those contact current NOT assigned to a certain status.  
Since a contact can only have one status at a time, when selecting multiple statuses from the list, it 
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will return contacts that have any one of the selected statuses.  For example, if you were to set a 
match type of ‘equals’ and check both Probationary and Active checkboxes as in the example 
above, the system would return all contacts who’s status is either equal to Probationary OR Active)  
 
You may also set a filter to return all contacts whose status does not equal one or more status types.  
For example, if you set the match type to ‘Does not equal’ it would only return contacts whose status 
was neither Probationary nor Active. 
 

Site User Filter 
In order to provide a contact with access to 
the system, they must have an associated 
site user record.  Site user records have 
roles assigned to them to define the level of 
access the contact has within the site (e.g., 
volunteer versus an administrator).  The site 
user filter allows you to return records have 
a site user record (is site user equals True) 
or those who do not have a site user record (is site user equals False).  There are greater options for 
filtering on site users (e.g., role types/permissions, last login date, create date, etc. by visiting Admin 
> Site Users.  
 
Dates: 
If you should choose to set a filter criterion for any of the following built-in date fields: 

• Member Since Date  
• Birth Date (the year, month, and day of birth) 
• Status Date (the date the contact changed to their current status) 
• Create Date (the date the contact record was originally created) 

 

 
 
You may choose those fields whose date value is on or after a specific date or a relative date.  A 
specific date is where you define an exact year, month, and day.  A relative date is a value relative to 
the current date.  The options include: 
 
a) today 
b) one year ago 
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c) three months ago 
d) one month ago 
e) one week ago 
f) yesterday 
g) tomorrow 
h) one week from today 
i) one month from today 
j) three months from today 
k) one year from today 
l) last year (calendar year) 
m) last quarter (calendar quarter) 
n) last month 
o) last week 
p) this year (calendar year) 
q) this quarter (calendar quarter) 
r) this month 
s) this week 
 
You may also choose those shifts whose date value is before a specific or relative date.  For 
example, to return only those shifts from the beginning of the month to today, you could define a 
filter where: 
 
The date is ‘On or after this month’ and ‘Before today’ 
 
Along with filtering on built-in fields, you may also set filters on all custom fields you create and 
activate for your organization.  Please refer to the “Custom Fields for Contacts” section earlier in this 
guide to learn how to create and edit custom fields. 
 
Field Types for Custom Contact Fields: 
 

• Single line text   
• Multi line text 

Just as with the email field illustrated earlier, you can define a term that is: 
 
a)  contained within the field value 
 
b) is not contained within the field value 
 
c) equals (exactly matches) the field value 
 
d) does not equal the field value 
 
e) starts with a specific value 
 
f) ends with a specific value 
 
g) is empty (there is no value for the field)   
 
h) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 

• Date Just as built-in date fields you may choose those fields whose date value 
is on or after a specific or a relative date and/or before a specific or 
relative date.   
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• Whole number 
• Decimal number 
• Money 

 

With any number field you can define a value that is: 
 
a)  equals (exactly 
matches) the field 
value 
 
b) does not equal 
the field value 
 
c) is less than the 
field value 
 
d) is less than or 
equal to the field 
value 
 
e) is greater than 
 
f) is greater than or equal to 
 
g) is empty (there is no value for the field)   
 
h) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 

• Choose one 
from a list 

For a choose one from a list  field (e.g., drop-down list) you may filter on 
the field where the selected value: 
 
a) equals (exactly 
matches) the field 
value 
 
b) does not equal 
the field value 
 
c) is empty (there 
is no value in the 
field) 
 
d) is not empty 
(there is a value for 
the field)  
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• Choose multiple 
from a list 

For a choose multiple from a list field (e.g., check boxes) you may filter on 
any field where the selected values: 
 

 
 
a)  “contain any of” the following values.  For example, if you wanted to 
return all of the contacts that listed olives OR green pepper as a favorite 
topping, you would select ‘contains any of’, and check the olives and 
green pepper boxes. 

b)  “does not contain any of” the following values.  Continuing with the 
above example, If you only wanted to return those that did NOT choose 
olive or green pepper toppings as their favorites, you would simply change 
the match type to ‘does not contain any of’.   
 
NOTE: If you wanted to find only those contacts who like olives AND 
green pepper you would create two criteria.  The first would be ‘contains 
any of’ olives.  The second would be ‘contains any of’ green pepper.  
Lastly you would make sure that the filter match was set to ‘All Criteria’. 
 
c) there is no value for the field)   
 
d) is not empty (there is a value for the field) 
 
 

 

 

When you have completed setting the filter elements or selected the saved filter you want to add, 
click ’Add’ button.  The filter element will now appear in the list above with a red ‘x’ to the right.  If 
at any time you want to remove a filter element, just click  .   
You may set a “Match Option”, where you can decide to show records that match ‘All Criteria’ (the 
shift would have to meet all filter criteria) or ‘Any Criteria’ (the shift only has to meet one of the filter 
criteria).  For instance if you were to have three filter elements: 
 
1) A contact’s last name starts with ‘A’  
2) The contact has an ‘Active’ status 
3) The record create date is on or after today and before tomorrow.   
 
Setting the match option to ‘All Criteria’ would add all contacts whose last name starts with the letter 
‘A’ AND has an ‘Active’ status AND the record create date is today.   
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Setting the match option to ‘Any Criteria’ would add all contacts whose last name starts with the 
letter ‘A’ OR has an ‘Active’ status OR the record create date is today.   
 

Click ‘Apply’ ( ) to apply the match option 

 

Contact Quick Find 

 
 
Adjacent to the view control you will see an option to perform a quick find for contact records.  Enter 
a search string into this field and click the find icon.  This will search the Name (Title, First, Middle, 
Last, Suffix), Nick Name, Previous Name, Mailing Name, and Contact ID fields to see if the entered 
term is contained within any of those fields.  The system will return any relevant records in a static 
list view of “Quick Find Results”. 
 

Contact Advanced Search 

 

 

To the right of the Quick Find you will see an icon for ‘Advanced Search’.  Clicking this reveals the 
ability to compound multiple search criteria to narrow the returned set of contacts to a very specific 
set of records. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Chooser 
When selecting contacts for inclusion in a bulk email, letter merge, status change, requirement 
assignment or fulfillment (VM Pro) you will be prompted ‘Choose” contacts/members.   

In the above example, you will see that we have already 
narrowed the search to Active members who have 
carpentry, handyman, and electrical skills.  For more 
information on setting filters, please see ‘Filtering Contact 
Records’ under ‘Contact List Views’ in the previous 
section.  The system will return any relevant records in a 
static list view of “Advanced Search Results”. 
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This utility uses the same views as the contact list described earlier in this document.  However, you 
will notice there are check-boxes adjacent to each record.   Once you have found a contact record 
you would like to choose, you may check the box to the left of their name.  You will also notice their 
name is added to the box at the top of the contact chooser so as you continue to search for other 
contacts you can see all of the records that had been previously checked.  If you check the box at 
the very top-left of the list of contacts, the chooser will select all people listed on that screen.  The 
box just to the right of that will uncheck all records in that list.  It’s important to note that if you 
“check all” or “clear all” it will only act on the records viewable in the list, not on all of the 
records that may have resulted from a search.  For example, if your “Results per Page” were 
set to 25, it would act on the 25 records displayed.  If “Results per Page” were set to 500, it 
would act on the 500 records displayed.  The “Results per Page” setting is at the top-right of 
the contact chooser.  After selecting all of the records you would like to choose, click the ‘OK’ 
button.   
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Contact Detail View 
When viewing a list of contact records you will see an option to ‘View’ ( ) the record.  Clicking this 
icon provides you with access to view, edit, add, modify, and/or delete contact information 
depending on your security permissions.  This training tutorial concentrates on all manageable 
aspects of a contact’s record for a top-level administrator.  If you do not see options that are 
referenced in this document you may have lesser privileges within the system. 
 
When viewing a contact’s record you will see several tabs of information. 

Contact Tab 

 
 
The contact tab contains most of the contact and biographical information for your contact records.  
It includes contact data, website and database access, custom fields, telephone numbers, 
addresses, email addresses, and status information.  Each grouping of information is contained 

within a box on this tab.  Where applicable you will see an “Edit” ( ) link to manage the data that 
appears in the corresponding box.   
 
Administrators may make any/all of the information on this tab available for viewing or self-editing in 
contacts’ ‘My Profile’ pages by navigating to Setup > My Profile.  Additionally, you may set any of the 
information managed on this tab to be viewable in the online contact directory by navigating to Setup 
> Directory Fields.   
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Contact data 
 
There are core contact data sets 
that are expected for any 
deployment of VolunteerMatters 
this includes a contact’s name (title, 
first, middle, last, suffix, nickname, 
mailing name), email address, 
alternate email address, Contact 
ID, birth date, member since date, 
and a contact photo.  The contact’s 
full name is listed in the band 
across the top of this box to identify 
the contact record you are viewing.  
Additionally, if the record has an 
online photo uploaded, the system 
will display the contact’s photo in 
this box as well.  To modify any of 

this information click the ‘Edit’ ( ) 
at the bottom-left of the box.  This 
will expand the box down to reveal 
editable fields.  Once you have 
made your edits you may click “Update” to save your changes or “Cancel” to cancel any changes 
you might have made.  When making changes to dates please either use the date wizard or 
manually enter your date in a yyyy-mm-dd format. 
 

Current Status 
 
Any contact record may be assigned a 
status.  This remains their current 
status until a status change has been 
made.  A contact can only have one 
current status.  An administrator with 
proper privileges can make a status 
change by clicking ‘Edit’.  Bulk status 
changes for any number of contacts can be made by navigating to Admin > Status. 
 
 

System Access 
 
This box shows the status of a site user 
record for this contact record. If a Site 
User Record exists, the system will 
provide you with a link to the site user 
record.  If it does not exist, the system 
will provide a link to create a site user 
record.  A contact record does not need to have a Site User Record as would be the case for 
resigned or terminated contacts.  You may also deactivate a contact’s site user account.  The roles 
assigned to a site user account determines the level of access that contact should have for a) 
accessing the member area of the website (if you should also subscribe to our Website or Social 
Collaboration components) and b) access VolunteerMatters data (volunteer opportunities, contact 
directory, my profile, database, etc.)   
 

Telephones 
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Each contact may have up to eight (8) telephone 
numbers.   
 
You may edit telephone entries by clicking the ‘Edit’ (

) icon at the bottom-left of the telephone box.  For 
each contact, you must define one of the telephone 
numbers as “Primary”.  VolunteerMatters uses the 
“Primary” designation for inclusion in reports, mail 
merges, and exports.   
 
You may enter a phone number for any type by 
typing the number in the ‘Number’ field.  You may 
edit the telephone number without formatting, as in 
2075551212 and it will be formatted automatically.  
Start international numbers with a '+' character as in 
+034 44 55674.  Numbers without a '+' may be 7 or 
10 digits.  Letters are not permitted except in the 
extension field.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Addresses 
 
Each contact may have an unlimited number of 
physical addresses.  You may custom-define any 
number of address types (home, work, vacation, etc.)   
You may define one of the addresses as “Primary”.  
VolunteerMatters uses the “Primary” designation for 
inclusion in reports, mail merges, and other areas of 
the system.  The address with the “Primary” 
designation could be any of the entries.  In practice it 
should be the physical address your organization 
should use first when attempting to contact this 
individual via the mail.   
 

You may ‘Edit’ ( ) or ‘Delete’ ( ) existing address 
entries by clicking on the corresponding icon to the 
right of its listing.  VolunteerMatters will only allow a 
single address entry to be defined as “Primary”.  If you 
attempt to assign the “Primary” designation to a 
second address the system will a) remove the original 
primary designation and b) add it to the second entry 
you edited/added.   
 

To add a new address entry, click the “add” ( ) icon at the bottom-left of the box.  This will expand 
the box down to reveal editable fields.  Select an address type (home, work, vacation, etc.)   Once 
you have made your edits you may click “Add” to save your changes or “Cancel” to cancel.   
 

Custom Fields 
The box at the bottom-left of the “Contact” Tab contains any of the custom fields defined for or by 
your organization.  To manage custom fields, from the main menu visit Setup > Contact Record 
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where you may edit, delete or add custom fields of varying types.   For more detailed information on 
creating custom fields, please refer to the “Custom Fields for Contacts”  section of this guide. 
 

To modify any of this information click the ‘Edit’ ( ) at the bottom-left of the box.  This will expand 
the box down to reveal editable fields.  Once you have made your edits you may click “Update” to 
save your changes or “Cancel” to cancel any changes you might have made.   

 

Change History 
Each time a change is made to any of the information manageable on the contact tab of a contact’s 
record, the system records a log of the change which includes: 
 
� The date the change was made 
� The time the change was made 
� The Site User that made the change 
� Which field was changed 
� What the field value was prior to the change 
� What the field value was as a result of the change 
 
Aside from viewing change history in the contact’s record, you may also report on change history all 
contact records by visiting Admin > Reports.  For more information on reporting, please reference 
the “Reporting” section of this guide. 
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Status Tab 
 
The status tab in a contact’s record allows you to a Contact’s Current Status, and a history log of 
previous status changes. 
 
Current Status 
Any contact record may be assigned a status.  This remains their current status until a status change 
has explicitly been made.  A contact can only have one current status.   
 
Status History 
The system will display a log history of all past status changes recorded through of imported into 
VolunteerMatters  
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Placements Tab 
The Placements tab displays The contact’s current, past and future committee placements if so 
entered.  Committee Placement information is only included on this tab for information purposes only.  
Committee assignments (placements) are centrally managed elsewhere in the administrative system.  
For more information on managing committee placements, please see the “Placements” section of this 
guide. 

 

 

Requirements Tab 
 
When an administrator is viewing the 
Requirements tab on a contact record the display 
will default to show all requirements/fulfillments 
as of today.  To research past requirements, 
simply change the as-of date using the calendar 
control (e.g., selecting a date from last year to 
see last year's requirements)  
 
Note: A volunteer/contact will only see current 
requirements and fulfillments from their 'My 
Profile' screens.   

 

If you would like to assign an existing 
organizational requirement to this contact or 
create a new requirement that only applies to this 
contact you must do this from the Setup > Define 
Reqs menu.  The requirements tab within a 
contact’s record only allows you to manage 
fulfillments to requirements that were already 
assigned to a specific contact.  For more information on creating and assigning requirements see the 
“Requirements” section of this guide.  
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Each requirement is listed in a colored band with the requirement’s name, due date, and fulfillment 
status.  The requirement’s name, due date, and minimum required points are all centrally defined under 
Setup > Define Reqs.  The requirement band shows the fulfillment status with the total number of 
fulfilled points over the minimum required points.   
 

� The system considers any requirement where a contact’s total fulfillment points are less than the 
minimum required points as “unfulfilled”.  

� The system considers all unfulfilled requirements where today’s date is past the requirement’s 
due date as “delinquent”.   

� The system considers any requirement where a contact’s total fulfillment points are equal to or 
greater than the minimum required points as “fulfilled”.   

 
The following illustration shows a requirement to attend 5 meetings before Dec 31

st
, 2009.  It also 

shows that requirement has been fulfilled as the contact has attended 6 out of 5 required meetings 
Lastly, just beneath the requirement, it lists the fulfillment details (type, date, points, and notes) for each 
meeting attendance. 
 

 
 

You may ‘Edit’ ( ) or ‘Delete’ ( ) existing fulfillment entries by clicking on the corresponding icon to 
the right of its listing. 
 

To add a fulfillment to a requirement, click the “add” ( ) icon just beneath the corresponding 
requirement.  This will open an ‘Add Fulfillment’ dialogue at the bottom of the page.  Select the 
Fulfillment Type (Attendance, Volunteer Shift, Purchase, Donation, Buy-Out, Fine Payment, Excused), 
Date, Points, and Notes.  Once you have made your edits you may click “Add” to save your changes or 
“Cancel” to cancel. 
 
All of the information that appears on this tab is also made available to contacts via their ‘My Profile’ 
page.  This includes all notes entered on fulfillments 
 
For information on importing fulfillments, please see the “Import” section of this guide.  Imports allow an 
administrator to upload a tab or coma separated text file (CSV) of entries to make many entries to many 
records.   
 
For more information on bulk update of fulfillments, please see the “Requirements” training tutorial. 
Bulk update of fulfillments allows an administrator to identify a single entry that applies to many records 
(e.g., “Attended Feb 2010 General Meeting”). 
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Interaction Tab 
 
The Interaction tab allows administrators to manually record a history of communication and attendance 
interactions between your organization and a contact.   
 

 
 
By default, the system includes communication and attendance interactions.  An interaction can have 
one or more of the following: 

� Date 
� Time 
� Type (customizable by interaction type) 
� Subject 
� Notes 

Interactions are grouped by type and listed in date/time order (newest to oldest).  To delete or update 

an existing entry, click the ‘Edit’ ( ) icon to the right of its listing.   
  
To add an interaction record, click ‘New‘ to the right of the Interaction Type and enter the appropriate 
data for the available fields. 

� For date fields, you may either manually enter a date in yyyy-mm-dd format or use the ‘Date 

Chooser’ ( ) to select a date from a graphical calendar. 

� For time fields, you may either manually enter the time in hh:mm AM/PM format or use the 

‘Now’ ( ) button to have the current time inserted in the field for you. 
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� For type fields please select the sub-type of the interaction (e.g., for a communication 
interaction you may select phone, fax, email, letter, walk-in, etc.) 

� For subject and notes fields you may enter text 

 
Communication interactions are automatically generated for each recipient when an email is sent out 
via VolunteerMatters (see the Email section of this guide).   Also, when generating a letter merge an 
administrator has the option of generating communication history interaction in bulk for all records 
included in a merge (see the Letter Merge section of this guide).  Attendance Interactions may be 
generated in bulk via the attendance scan utility (see the Attendance Scanning section of this guide).  
You may also add interaction records in bulk by using the Import Utility (See the Import section of this 
guide). 
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Volunteer Tab 
The volunteer tab is detailed view of Volunteer Interactions that allows you to create multiple views on 
volunteer activities for an individual contact.  The system may contain multiple list views for volunteer 
interactions which you may define.  Just above the list view you will see a drop-down list for the view 
options.  This control will allow you to select from your private views (views created by you just for you) 
and public views (views created by an administrator who set the view to share with all contact  
administrators).  You may click on the “View” label to the left of the view to see the view description as 
set by the administrator.   
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Creating a New Contact Record 
There are two ways you can create new contact records.  The first is to create them in bulk via an 
import.  Using this method, you could import hundreds or thousands of new records from a single 
import file.  For more information on importing contact records please reference the “Imports” section 
of this guide.    
 
You may also manually enter individual contact records.  To add a new record visit Admin and click 
Add in the Contacts box.  You will be presented with a screen that allows you to create a new record 
with names (title, first, middle, last, suffix, nickname, mailing name, previous name), email 
addresses, birth date, member since date, status, telephone numbers, an address, and all of the 
custom fields you created for your contact database.   
 

 
 
Once you have completed entry of this information, click ‘Add’.  The new record will be created and 
you will be taken to the full record where you can add more contact, biographical, and historical data.   

Custom Fields for Contacts 
You may create new fields to track data for your contacts at any time. These fields will be immediately 
available in filters for reports, exports, communications, requirement assignment, etc.  
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1) Create the Field 
 
(a) log into http://www.VolunteerMatters.com/login/<<Your Customer Code>> with the proper customer 
code, username and password and click on Setup / Contact Record.  
 
(b) Click 'Add'  
 
 (c) Enter a Unique Key (i.e. 
MAILPREF)  
 
(d) Enter a label (i.e. "Mailing 
preference")  
 
(e) Select the Field Data value from 
the drop-down list. This will set the 
kind of data that is expected for this 
field. The options include:  

� Single Line Text  
� Multi Line Text  
� Date  
� Whole Number  
� Decimal Number  
� Money  
� Choose One from a List  
� Choose Multiple from a 

List  
 

(f) Insert Help Text (i.e. "Please 
choose how this contact would like 
to receive communications from the 
organization")  
 
(g) Check the Active box  
 
(h) Set the display order. The display order determines which order the custom fields should appear in 
the system. Custom fields with lower display order values will appear higher in the list.  
 
(i) If the Field Data value is "Choose one from a list" set the Input Config to either "Drop Down List" or 
"Radio Buttons". If the Field Data value is "Choose many from a list" set the Input Config to either 
"Multi-Select List" or "Check Boxes". If Check Boxes are used, you may choose to format the choices in 
one or two columns. If the options are short in length, but numerous, try two columns.  
 
(j) Enter a string of choices where each choice is separated by a "|" (i.e. "US mail|Email|US Mail and 
Email|not at all") The "|" key is just above the Enter key on your keyboard. You must hold down the shift 
key.  
 
(k) Click Save. 
 
2) Add the Field to the administrator’s view of the contact record and/or the ‘My Profile’ view of 
the record  
 
(a) VolunteerMatters allows you to group and organize contact fields in the administrator’s view of a 
contact record (Admin / Database / View Contact Detail) and the volunteer’s view of their own record in 
‘My Profile’.  The layouts are defined separately and may need to be updated whenever you add a new 
custom field to the system (if you want that field to be visible to admins and/or the contact themselves).  
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• To update the Administrator’s view of the contact record visit Setup / Contact Page Layout 
• To update the Contact’s ‘My Profile’ view of the contact record visit Setup / My Profile Page Layout 

 
(b) Find and highlight your new field(s) in the ‘Available Fields window to the right and click ‘Add’ 
adjacent to the group you wish to add it to. This will place it on the bottom of the group and you can 
then highlight it within the group and move it up or down by using the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons 
on the group and clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom of the screen. 
 
For more detail on customizing the contact page layout see “Grouping and Organizing Contact Fields” 
in the next section. 
 

How do I set a custom field so that a contact can self-manage that field? 

(1) Log into 
http://www.VolunteerMatters
.com/login/<<Your Customer 
Code>> with the proper 
customer code, username 
and password and click on 
Setup / My Profile. 
 

(2) Scroll down to the 'Custom 
Field' you want the contact 
to be able to update on their 
own.  
 

(3) Set the 'Contact Can 
Update' (on right) dropdown 
to 'True'. Have to make sure 
that the 'Contact Can View' 
set to 'True' as well, or it 
won't be visible. 
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How do we manage what fields appear in our online contact directory?  

Log into 
http://www.VolunteerMatters.co
m/login/<<Your Customer 
Code>> with the proper 
customer code, username and 
password and click on Setup / 
Directory Fields.  You may set 
each field to Always Include, 
Include, or Do Not Include. 
 
--Always Include (appears in the 
directory and the contact cannot 
opt out of its publication)  
 
--Include (Appears by default but 
a contact may opt out of its 
publication by updating their 
"Preferences")  
 
--Do Not Include (Does not appear in the online directory) 
 
 

How do I pre-populate custom fields for contacts?  

If you would like to make a bulk update to the value of any existing custom fields, follow the below 
steps. You would follow the same steps if you have just created a new custom field and would like to 
import default values for that field (NOTE: Custom field must already be created and active for these 
instructions to work).  
 
(1) Create a new spreadsheet file with a minimum of two columns.  The first column would be for the 
individual contact’s unique Contact ID.  The second column would be for the field you would like to 
pre-populate.  Each row would contain the Contact ID of a specific contact (in the first column) and 
the value that should be set for this individual for the new field (second column). 
 
(2) Save the finished spreadsheet in CSV format.   
 
(3) Perform a custom field import by going to Setup / Import, click New Import, select the Import 
Type "Member Update Import", click Browse to select your modified field and click Save.  
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(4) Under field mapping maker certain that only the MEMBERSHIPID (SAME AS CONTACT ID) and 
the custom fields you want to update are mapped. All others should be changed to "Not Available". 
Otherwise the values for all other custom fields will be changed back to what they were at the time 
you performed the export, potentially losing any administrative changes in the interim.  
 
(5) Click Save and Return  
 
(6) Click Verify to the right of the Member Update Import job. The only errors, if any, that might 
appear would be for missing Contact IDs. The system requires a Contact ID for import. To eliminate 
errors you can delete those contacts without IDs from the CSV import file, edit the import job, upload 
a new import file, Save and Return, and re-attempt the Verify  
 
(7) Click Import 
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Grouping and Organizing Contact Fields  
 
VolunteerMatters allows you to group and organize contact fields in the administrator’s view of a contact record (Admin / Database / View 
Contact Detail) and the volunteer’s view of their own record in ‘My Profile’.  The layouts are defined separately and may need to be updated 
whenever you add a new custom field to the system (if you want that field to be visible to admins and/or the contact themselves).  
 

• To update the Administrator’s view of the contact record visit Setup / Contact Page Layout 
• To update the Contact’s ‘My Profile’ view of the contact record visit Setup / My Profile Page Layout 

 
The contract record can be arranged into one, two, or three columns (three columns shown below).  Within each column you can define any 
number of fields groups.  Within each field group you may have any number of fields. 
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This illustrates shows the following groups: 
• Column One 

o Core Information  

o Skills and Interests 

• Column Two 

o Contact Information 

• Column Three 

o Custom Information 

 

Within each of those defined groups you 

may place any number of contact fields 

(Defined under Setup / Contact Record).  

For example, the Core Information Field 

Group contains the following fields: 

• Name 
• Nickname 
• Previous Name 
• Contact Status 
• Member Since Date 
• Birth Date 
• Contact ID 
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This setup page is split into two sections.  The top section is to manage to which group your fields should be assigned.  The lower section is 
to manage which groups you have and to which column they will be located. 
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Adding Field Groups   

 
 

Adding Field Groups 
To add a new group to those columns, simply type in the group name in the ‘Add New Group’ field under the column you would like it to 
appear and then click ‘Save’.  You are also able to move groups up and down in the columns to your preference and move groups to 
different columns simply by highlighting the group in the column and either clicking ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ to move within the column. 
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Removing Field Groups 

To remove a Field Group, select the field group and click Remove. You will see it move to the ‘Remove these Groups’ window to the right of 
the screen and click ‘Save’.   If your group already had fields assigned to it, those fields will now be available in the ‘Available Fields’ window 
at the top-right of the screen to add to a different group.    
 

Moving Field Groups  
To move a Field Group to a different column, select the field group and click Remove. You will see it move to the ‘Remove these Groups’ 
window to the right of the screen.  To move it to another column, simply highlight it in the ‘Remove These Groups’ window and click ‘Add’ on 
the column you wish to add it to, then click ‘Save’.    
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Adding Fields to a Group

 
 
To assign a field to a group you will highlight it in the ‘Available Fields window to the right and click ‘Add’ adjacent to the group you wish to 
add it to. This will place it on the bottom of the group and you can then highlight it within the group and move it up or down by using the 
‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons on the group and clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom of the screen. 
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Moving Fields to a Different Group 

To move a field to a new group you will highlight the field in the current group and click ‘Remove’. This will place the custom field in the 
‘Available Fields’ list and then you will highlight it there and then click ‘Add’ on the group you wish to add it to. This will place it on the bottom 
of the group and you can then highlight it within the group and move it up or down by using the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons on the 
group and clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom of the screen. 
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Self Registration Form (AKA Volunteer Application Form) 
 
VolunteerMatters allows your organization to publish an online form that, when submitted, will create a new contact record in 

your contact database.  There are five elements you may customize for your form. 

 

1. What required and optional fields you would like a new registrant/applicant to fill out 

2. What Status a registrant/applicant should be set to in the system (e.g., prospective volunteer versus active volunteer) 

3. What permissions the individual should be given within the system after completing the form. 

4. Customize the email address(es) that you would like to receive notification when a registration/application has been 

submitted 

5. What messages the registrant will see/be sent from your organization throughout the process 

 

1.  Customizing the fields on your registration form 

Fields are organized into groups.  You must first define which groups you will have on your form (e.g., Contact information) 

then you may add fields into those groups.  The setup page is split into three sections.  The top section is to manage to which 

group your fields should be assigned.  The middle section is to manage which groups you have and the order they appear in.  

The bottom section is used to identify which fields should be required and which fields should be optional. 

 

a)  Create Field Groups 

To create a new group or move/delete an existing group, log into VolunteerMatters, click ‘Setup’ and Click ‘Self 

Registration’ under the “Setup Utilities” heading. 
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In the middle section of the setup page labeled “Arrange Field Groups” there is a field labeled “Create New Group”.  

Type in the name of the desired field group (e.g., required fields, optional fields, contact information, emergency 

contact information, skills, etc.) and click “Save”.  This will add your new group into the Column 1 box.  You can then 

move groups up and down to your preference simply by highlighting the group and either clicking ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move 

Down’ to move within the column and then clicking ‘Save’. 

 

 
 

To remove a Field Group, select the field group and click Remove. You will see it move to the ‘Remove these Groups’ 

window in the middle section and then click ‘Save’. If your group already had fields assigned to it, those fields will now 

be available in the ‘Available Fields’ window at the top-right of the screen to add to a different group. 
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b) Add Fields to a group 

In the top section of the setup 

page labeled “Assign Fields to 

Groups” you may highlight a field 

in the ‘Available Fields’ window 

to the right and click ‘Add’ 

adjacent to the group you wish 

to add it to. This will place it on 

the bottom of the group and you 

can then highlight it within the 

group and move it up or down by 

using the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move 

Down’ buttons on the group and 

clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom of 

the screen.  To move a field to a 

new group you will highlight the 

field in the current group and 

click ‘Remove’. This will place the 

custom field in the ‘Available Fields’ list and then you will highlight it there and then click ‘Add’ on the group you wish 

to add it to. This will place it on the bottom of the group and you can then highlight it within the group and move it up 

or down by using the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons on the group and clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom of the screen. 

 

c) Configure which fields are required 

To configure fields as ‘Required’ on your Self-Registration form you 

will need to simply check them in the bottom section of the setup 

page.  This section will list all of your current self-registration fields 

and you will only need to check those that are required and click 

‘Save’.  Any unchecked field will be considered ‘Optional’. 
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2.  Define system permissions for new registrants  
This setting must be made by Closerware’s support team on your behalf.  By default, all self-registrants will be given the 

following roles: 

 

Contact 

  -Manage ‘My Profile’ 

  -View the Contact Directory 

  -View and Sign up for volunteer opportunities 

   

Volunteer Proxy 

  -For volunteer opportunities where this is allowed, contact can sign up their friends for volunteer opportunities  

 

3.  Define the new registrant’s “Status”  

By default your system has been configured with the status “N – New Registrant” and all contact records created through the 

self-registration form will be set to this status.  Statuses are customizable, so you can set yours to be whatever you like under 

Setup / Contact Statuses.  However, it is NOT recommended that you delete the “N – New Registrant” status as it may cause 

new registrants to have an empty status value and may interfere with contact views already in the system.  For example, you 

may have a view in the database to show all volunteers who have recently registered.  If you would like, you may rename the 

status without any ill-effect on the system.  If for some reason you accidentally delete this status or would like to change to an 

entirely different status Closerware’s support team can make this change on your behalf.   

 

4.  Set where notifications for new registrations should be sent  

This setting must be made by Closerware’s support team on your behalf.  Submit a request to our support department with the 

email address(es).  It is not required to send email notifications.  If configured properly you could simply log into the system 

periodically to retrieve a list of contacts of a specific status (e.g., new volunteer applications). 
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5.  Customize messages presented to registrants throughout the process 

After a registrant clicks ‘Submit’ on the registration form, two 

things happen simultaneously.  First the registrant is brought to a 

screen that confirms the submission of the form.  Second, the 

registrant is sent an email where they must click on a link 

contained in the body of the email to officially activate their 

account with the system.  Once they click on the activation link 

they are returned to the site where they can login with the 

username and password they chose when filling out the 

registration form. 

 

Default Messages (all can be customized) 
 

Registration Page Welcome Message 

“Welcome!  Please fill out all required information below 

(Designated with a red asterisk*) and please fill in as much of the 

optional information as possible so we can get to know you better.  

Once you have submitted the form you will receive an email 

confirmation providing you with the final step to access our 

volunteer system.  Thanks again!” 

 

Registration Form Submit Confirmation Page  

“Form Successfully Submitted.  An email has been sent to 

${contactEmail}. The email will contain an activation link to 

complete the registration process. You must click this link to 

complete your registration.  If for any reason the link does not work, you may manually enter the activation code below (also 

provided in the same email).  If you do not receive an email within the next few minutes, please check your spam folder. The 

email will be from ${fromEmail}. “ 
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Activation Email 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note –All text wrapped in ${} will be merged from the system 

 

Dear ${firstName},  

 

Thank you for filling out registration form. There is one step remaining to complete the process. 

Please click on the following link to officially activate your account with us:  

 

${activationUrl}  

 

Once you have clicked the above button/link you will be returned to the site where you can login to 

the system with the following:  

 

${firstName} ${lastName}'s Login Credentials:  

Username: ${username}  

Password: ${password}  

 

(Please NOTE: Passwords are case-sensitive. The following passwords are all different: 

"SecretWord", "secretword", "SECRETWORD")  

 

If you are prompted for an activation code, you may enter Activation Code: ${activationCode}.  

 

Thank You!  

 

Sincerely,  

 

${orgName} 
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Activation Confirmation Page 

“Fantastic!  Your registration and activation is complete.  You may now log in to the volunteer system with your username and 

password below.” 

 

Note – by default this page includes a prompt for their username and password so they can log in directly from there.  This too 

can customized so that the login does not appear. 
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Reporting 
VolunteerMatters provides more than a dozen Report templates surrounding volunteering, contact 
information, interactions, placements, status changes, and requirements.  You may customize the 
settings on these templates to create nearly limitless possible reporting combinations.  You may run, 
memorize, and download reports as often as you would like and as many times as you would like.  
There are several types of customizations you can set on reports to make them your own. 
 

Field Filters 

Interaction, requirements, status change history, status change requests, and placement reports all 
include options for setting “Field Filters”. 
 

� Contact Interaction – Allows you to filter by interaction type (communication, attendance, 
volunteering, etc), date, amount, subject, notes, etc. 

 
� Requirements - Allows you to filter by requirement name, due date, required points, 

fulfillment type, fulfillment date, fulfillment points, and fulfillment notes. 
 

� Contact Status – Allows you to filter by status type, status, requested date, as of date, 
approval date, and notes 

 
� Placement – Allows you to filter by committee name and seat name. 

 
 

Contact Filters 

All reports include the option of applying a contact filter.  You may either build a new filter or use a 
saved filter previously defined in Setup / Saved Filters.  For more information on contact filters 
please reference the “Contact List Views” section of this guide. 

Report Parameters 

All of the reports offer report parameters for changing the report title, as it appears on the report.  
Others may have specialized settings.  For example, the Committee Placement and Contacts 
Without Placements reports allow a setting for ‘as of date’ for the report. 

Report Fields 

In certain report templates you may change the labels of the fields included in the report.  Other 
reports allow you to activate (include) or deactivate (exclude) a particular field for that report.  Other 
reports also allow you to re-order the display of the fields by allowing you to change the display order 
number for the field.  Fields with lower display orders will appear higher in the report and those with 
higher values would be lower in the report. 
 
The power of this reporting module is that a single report type can yield any number of reports in 
which your organization may be interested.  For example, the contact data report could quickly yield 
the following 14 reports: 
 

• Active contact’s with accounting skills ordered by name 
• Active contact’s with accounting skills ordered by status 
• Active contact’s with accounting skills ordered by committee 
• Sustaining Contact’s that live out of state ordered by Name 
• Sustaining Contact’s that live out of state ordered by state 
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• Probationary contact’s with an interest in gardening ordered by name 
• Probationary contact’s with an interest in gardening ordered by zip code 
• Resigned Contacts in good standing 
• All contacts with a birth date in January ordered by name 
• All contacts with a birth date in January ordered by committee 
• Committee Chair Contact List ordered by committee 
• Committee Chair Contact List ordered by name 
• Active contacts without email addresses 
• Baby Boomer Contact List 

 
By extension you can see how the system can easily yield hundreds of useful, custom reports about 
your organization. 
 

Running a Report 
 

Most Recently Run Reports  
Navigate to Admin / Reports.  At the top of the page you can view the ‘Most Recently Run Reports’.  
Reports that are listed here are 
either ‘In Queue’, ‘Processing’, 
or ready for ‘Download’.  You 
can click on the download link 
to view the report in the 
requested format.  Reports in 
this section will be saved for 
one week. 
 

Memorized Reports 
If you customize the report by 
modifying any available field 
filters, report parameters, 
contact filters, or report fields, 
the system will prompt you 
asking if you would like to 
memorize the report or just 
‘Run Once’ without memorizing 
it.  If you choose to “save [the 

report] for future use” you would 
just input a report name and 
description and click ‘Save 
New’.  The report would now 
be listed with your specified 
name and description as a 
memorized report.  Additionally 
the report will be added to the 
list of ‘Most Recently Run 
Reports’ with an ‘In Queue’ 
status. You must click the 
‘Refresh’ icon to receive 
updates on the status of the 
report. 
In the middle section of the page, the system lists all of the memorized reports you have or will 
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create from one of our built-in reports (templates).  Each memorized report has the option to ‘Run’, 
‘Edit’, or ‘Delete’ the report. 
 
If you edit a memorized report you may update the name and/or description of the report.  If you run 
the memorized report and change any of the settings before clicking ‘Run’, the system will prompt 
you to ‘Update’ the existing memorized report, create a new memorized report (‘Save New’) or just 
‘Run Once’ without changing the memorized report or creating a new one. 
 

Report List 
The page then lists all of the available built-in reports (templates) with its name, description and a 
‘Run’ button to the right of its listing.  If you click ‘Run’ the system will provide the ability to customize 
any available field filters, report parameters, contact filters, report fields, and select an output format 
(PDF, rtf, html, CSV – available formats depend on the report type).   
 
If you do not make any changes to the default settings, the report request will be sent to our report 
server and the report will be added to the list of ‘Most Recently Run Reports’ with an ‘In Queue’ 
status.  You must click the ‘Refresh’ icon to receive updates on the status of the report.  

Using Excel to Open CSV Files 
The file extension .csv stands for "comma separated value." CSV files are long text lists of numbers 
where each data entry is separated by a comma (,).  This is a popular format for transferring data 
from one application to another.  Additionally, you may save Excel spreadsheets in this format and 
you may open CSV files in Excel. 
 
For example, data pulled from a database and represented in comma-delimited format looks 
something like the following.  Each column value is separated by a comma from the next column’s 
value and each row starts a new line: 
 
LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME, AGE, SEX 
Adams, Jane, 46, female 
Doe, John, 32, male 
Jones, Sam, 13, male 
Smith, Mary, 64, female 
 
You will notice that the first row identifies the column headings for all subsequent rows.  
 
There are two ways to open a CSV file in Excel.  The first is just to click the “Open File” button (or 
select Open from the File menu).  You will probably not see the file listed. Click on the "Files of type" 
bar and select Text Files.  You should now see your .csv file listed, and you should be able to open it 
by double-clicking on the file. 

However, opening a file in this manner may alter the data contained in the CSV file. MS Excel 
sometimes makes assumptions about the data and therefore converts it to a certain format.  Here 
are a few examples: 

Dates – If your CSV file has a column that contains a number that appears to be a date (e.g., 
02/04/2009 – or mm/dd/yyyy) Excel will actually change the value to its preferred date format (e.g., 
2/4/09 – or m/d/yy) 
 
Zip Codes – If you have zip codes with leading zeros (e.g., 06611) Excel will assume that this 
column contains a regular number and strip out the leading zero (e.g., 6611) 
Credit Card Numbers  - Excel will also assume that this is a number field.  MS Excel will only allow 
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up to 15 digits in a number cell.  Microsoft Office Excel changes any digits past the fifteenth place to 
zeros. In addition, Excel displays the number in exponential notation, replacing part of the number 
with E+n, where E (which signifies exponent) multiplies the preceding number by 10 to the nth 
power. 
 
The Recommended Method of Opening a CSV file in Excel  

1. Open Excel, on the Data menu, choose Import External Data, then Import Data. Browse to 
the CSV file, and click Open. This brings 
up the Text Import Wizard. 
 

2. In step 1, select Delimited. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. In step 2, check Comma; this previews 
how the data will be separated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. In step 3, you can select each column in 
turn and choose a format.  We 
recommend selecting “text” as the 
format for every column 
 

5. Save the new file an excel spreadsheet 
(*.xls). 
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Email 
VolunteerMatters allows an administrator to create bulk emails and send them to specific subsets of the 
contact database.  Every email may contain text, hyperlinks, embedded images, and file attachments.  
 
When you visit Admin / Email you will see any previously entered email drafts and/or previously sent 
emails via this tool.  The listing of draft emails would be at the top of the page, while sent emails would 
be listed just below that. 
 
Draft emails are listed with their creation date/time and the subject of the email message.  To the right 

of each listing there are three icons Edit ( ), Delete( ), and Preview/Send ( ).  Their labels 
accurately describe the action the system will allow upon clicking each icon.   
 
Sent emails are listed with their send date/time, subject and status.  The Status will either be “In Queue” 
for those messages awaiting delivery or “Completed” for those emails that were sent.  There are two 

icons to the right of each listing, Delete( ), and View ( ).  Viewing the sent email allows you to see 
exactly what messages, and attachments were sent to which contacts. 

Creating a New Email 
1.  Navigate to Admin / Email  

2. Click ‘New’ ( ) 

3. Enter a ‘From Name’.  The 
‘From Name’ is the common 
name that appears in the from 
field when you receive an email.  
For example, you may set this to 
be your first and last name.  The 
'From Email Address' is set to 
mailer@closerware.com by 
default.  Our VolunteerMatters 
support team can change this on 
your behalf.  The decision on 
which email address should be 
used should take careful 
consideration as many email 
addresses will cause mail 
failures depending on the server 
configuration and service 
provider.  You should notify your 
contacts that they should always 
accept email from 
noreply@closerware.com.  This 
is the only address that our systems uses for email contact with your contacts and is used 
for automated email reminders, password reminders/notifications, and administrative 
notifications. 

4. Enter a ‘Reply-to Name’.  If a contact should click “Reply” on a message this is the common 
name that will be inserted in their ‘To:’ field.   

5. Enter a ‘Reply-to Address’.  This is the email address that should receive all replies to this 
email. 
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6. Select contact recipients.  You may add selected contacts by using the contact chooser.   

• Click “Choose Contacts” ( ) to the right of the “Add Selected Contacts” box.  
To learn more about searching and selecting contacts via the contact chooser, 
please reference the “Managing List Views” section of this guide. 

• After selecting the proper contact records from the contact chooser you will see 
that the list of selected contacts now appears in the “Add Selected Contacts” 
box. 

7. Enter a subject for the email 

8. Enter the ‘Body’ of your email message.  You may add any text, line breaks (Ctrl + ’Enter’), 
paragraph breaks (‘Enter’), hyperlinks, and embedded images to the body of the email.  The 
HTML body field should have a toolbar that provides functionality similar to that of a word 
processor.  If you hover over the icons in the toolbar a description will appear to reveal the 
buttons purpose.  For helpful hints on copying and pasting from MS Word, inserting 
hyperlinks, inserting anchors, inserting embedded images and spell check please see 
‘HTML Email Body Formatting’ at the end of this document.   

9. Enter a “Plain Text” version of your email.  Some email clients will not accept HMTL emails 
(font formatting, images, hyperlinks, lists, etc).  You should enter a separate text-only 
version of the email in this field to accommodate those recipients.  This version of the email 
will only be used if the recipient cannot accept HTML emails.  If you do not insert text in this 
field, those recipients that cannot read HTML emails will only receive the message “Your 
email client does not support HTML messages”.   
 
NOTE:  Each time an email is sent via VolunteerMatters, the system automatically records a 
communication interaction record in each recipient’s interaction tab.  The history record only 
includes the text inserted in the ‘Plain Text Body’ field.  If you only insert HTML body 
content, the history log entry will only show that an email was sent on a particular date and 
time and will not include the body content of the email. 
 
In most cases, simply cutting and pasting the text from the HTML body field to the ‘Plain 
Text Body’ field will provide an adequate alternate version with only minor edits. 

10. Attach files to the email.  Click ‘Browse’ to the right of ‘Attach New file’ 1, 2, or 3 to select a 
local file that you would like included as an attachment to the email.  If you have more than 3 
file attachments, click ‘Save after entering the first three files and it will provide you the 
opportunity to add three additional files.  The combined file size for all attachments cannot 
exceed 5MB. 

11. Click Save and Preview 

12. Preview the Email 

13. While previewing the email you may either choose to ‘Edit’ or ‘Send’.  If you choose to 
‘Send’, the system will return you to the E-Mail list where you will see your sent email either 
with a status of “In Queue” (awaiting delivery)or “completed” (sent) 
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HTML Email Body Formatting 

 
Copying and Pasting from Microsoft Word 
 
The tool bar provides cleanup utilities when 
cutting and pasting from Microsoft Word.  
Microsoft Word includes hidden commands when 
coping from that application.  These hidden 
commands provide information on the formatting 
of content that is always compatible with 
Microsoft Word, but not always compatible with 
Internet standards.  If you were to copy and 
paste directly from Word the formatting could and 
usually does behave inconsistently. 
 
If you copy (Ctrl+C) text from Microsoft word and 
attempt to paste it into the HTML Body field (or 

you can click the ‘Paste from Word’ button ) , 
the system will prompt to assist you in “cleaning it” before inserting the text.  You should always 
accept this help to assure consistent formatting.   
 
You will be prompted to paste (Ctrl+V) your Word content into a special box as seen to the right.  
You can select to ignore font formatting and/or style definitions by checking the appropriate option 
boxes.  After pasting the text, click 'OK'. 

Inserting Hyperlinks 
To insert a hyperlink, first highlight the text or select the image that you would like to act as the text 
for the link.  For example, you might highlight text that reads “Click here to visit our website for more 
information…” 

     i. Click the ‘Insert/Edit Link’ ( ) button from the toolbar. 
 
     ii. Select a link type.   
          -URL is a link to a website.  Enter the full  
           URL to the website address as it  
           appears in the address bar of your  
           browser.  For example:   
           http://www.volunteermatters.com.  
 
          -Anchor is a link to an anchor you  
           previously created within the email  
           HTML body content.  See Inserting  
           Anchors below. 
 
          -E-Mail is a link to an email address.   
           Enter the email address (required), the  
           message subject (not required) and the  
           message body (not required). 

Inserting Anchors/Bookmarks 
An Anchor/bookmark is a predefined marker within the body content to which you can link to within a 
page.  For example, you may want to include a table of contents for your email where the listings are 
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hyperlinks that jump the user to content that is lower in the email. 
 
     i. Place your cursor in the location you would like to insert an anchor 
 

     ii. Click the ‘Insert/Edit Anchor’ button ( ) 
 
     iii. Name the anchor and click OK 
 
When inserting a hyperlink within the html body content you can select an anchor link type and 
select from a drop-down list the anchor name to which you would like to link. 

Inserting Embedded Images 
You may insert as many embedded images as you would like but each individual image cannot 
exceed 250KB in size. 
 
     i. Place your cursor where you would like to insert your embedded image and click the       

        ‘Insert/Edit Image’ button ( ) 
 
     ii. Click Browse Server to select your image.  If the image was previously uploaded, you may  
         simply click the image.  Otherwise, you must click ‘Browse’ to upload the file from your local   
         machine to the server and then select the image after it has uploaded.    
 
     iii. Once selected you can  
 
          -Add ‘alt text’ to the image (text that appears when someone hovers over the image) 
 
          -Change the image sizing (width and height),  
 
          -Define the border size on the image (normally set this to zero ) 
 
          -Set the HSpace and VSpace (horizontal and vertical spacing around the  
           image) 
 
          -Set the image alignment.  If the image is set in a paragraph you can set the  
           image alignment relative to the paragraph text (Left and Right alignment are  
           most popular) 
 
          -Click OK 

Spell Check 

You can click the ‘Check Spell’ button ( ) at any time to check the spelling of your email. 
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Letter Merge 
 
VolunteerMatters allows an 
administrator to store letter templates 
in the system and merge those letter 
templates with field data from the 
contact records in the database.  This 
document will provide an overview on 
creating templates, including the 
format and types of merge fields you 
may insert, and performing the actual 
merges. 
 
All letter templates utilize the standard 
format for a formal letter including the 
recipient block, salutation, letter body, 
closing, sender and postscript. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Creating a Letter Template 

Note:  If you believe that the creation of a letter template might take you longer than ½ an hour, 
make sure to ‘Save’ your work periodically.  For security reasons, the system will atomically log you 
out should there be no activity (clicks) for more than 30 minutes.  Even if you are continually typing 
of re-writing letter content the system can only measure ‘activity’ by 
clicks made on the site.  

1. Navigate to Setup / Letter Template 

2. Click ‘New’ 

3. Enter a unique name for this letter template.  For example, 
“New Contact Welcome Letter” 

4. Enter a description for this letter template.  For example, “This letter should be sent to all 
new contacts within the first 14 days of their application approval”.  When performing a letter 
merge, all of the available templates are listed with their names and descriptions to help the 
administrator select the appropriate letter for a merge. 

5. Enter the top, bottom, left, and right margins for the letter in inches (i.e., 1.0, 1.5, 1.75) 
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6. Select the ‘Active’ 
checkbox if you would 
like this letter template to 
be available for merges.  
If this template is still in 
progress and you would 
not like it to appear as an 
option when performing 
an actual merge, then 
leave this box un-
checked. 

7. Enter any text or merge 
fields to be used in the 
recipient block of the 
letter.  This typically 
includes a person’s name 
and address and will 
require merge fields.   
 
${Title} ${FirstName} 
${LastName} 
${Address1} 
${Address2} 
${City}, ${State} ${PostalCode} 
 
See the section labeled ‘Merge Fields’ later in this document for more information. 

8. Select addressing preferences.  The system will use addresses according to the preferences 
you specify.  If you check the ‘Use primary address’ box, the system will insert the address 
information from each contact’s uniquely specified ‘Primary address’ in the system.   
 
Note: The system enforces that if a contact has only one address, then that address will be 
set to Primary.  If a contact has more than one address an administrator must set one of the 
addresses as primary.  Therefore every contact record with at least one address must have 
a primary address 
 
Otherwise, you may select up to four choices in order of priority as to how the system should 
choose a contact’s address.  For example, you may choose the following: 
 

 
 
This above example would use the ‘Home’ address by default; If the contact does not have a 
‘Home’ address, then it would insert their ‘Business’ address; If the contact does not have a 
‘Home’ or ‘Business’ address, then it would insert their ‘Summer Home’ address; If the 
contact does not have a ‘Home’, ‘Business’, or ‘Summer Home’ address, then it would insert 
their ‘Other’ address.   
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9. Enter a Salutation.  This can be a single salutation for all recipients (e.g., ‘Dear Contact’) or 
a merged salutation (e.g., Dear ${FirstName}).  See the section labeled ‘Merge Fields’ later 
in this document for more information. 

10. Enter the body of the letter.  The body of a letter can be placed in up to three body fields.  
The first and third body fields will format the text in Arial compatible format.  The middle 
body field will be formatted with Courier fixed size font.  Some prefer Arial-based fonts 
because they are considered more attractive.  Fixed sized fonts allow you to predictably line 
up text so that you may replicate tables by using spaces.  For example, the following section 
of text is formatted in Arial: 
 
Type of Apple     Number     Price     Ext Price 
Granny Smith      2          $   .25   $    .50 
Red Delicious     100        $  1.00   $ 100.00 
Macintosh         16         $   .50   $   8.00 
 
 
The same exact text in a fixed font looks very different and aligns more consistently: 
 
Type of Apple     Number     Price     Ext Price 

Granny Smith      2          $   .25   $    .50 

Red Delicious     100        $  1.00   $ 100.00 

Macintosh         16         $   .50   $   8.00 
 
It is not required to include text in any one of the three body fields.  You could enter all of 
your content into a single field, two of the fields, or all three.  The system only allows text, 
line breaks, and merge fields in the body field of a letter.  Special font properties and the 
insertion of images or tables are specifically not supported.  If you would like to perform a 
letter merge that requires these elements, you run a CSV report and use that data to 
perform a mail merge outside of VolunteerMatters.  For more information about reporting 
see the “Reports” section of this guide.  

11. Enter a Closing (i.e., Sincerely, Regards, Thankfully, etc.) 

12. Enter a Sender (i.e., your name, your organization name, etc.).  This field will accept text 
and line breaks so you could designate the following example sender: 
 
Jane Smith 
Executive Director 
ABC Organization 

13. Enter a Postscript.  This could be a P.S., Cc:, enclosure, etc. 

14. Click ‘Save’ (Saves and keeps you on this page) or ‘Save and Return’ (Saves and returns 
you to the list of templates). 

Template Listing 

When in Setup / Letter Template, if you have previously created letter templates they will be listed 
here.  The listing includes the name, description and status (true = active, or false = deactivated).  
You are also presented with three icons to the right of each listing. 
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1. View Details ( ) allows you view the letter template.  This is not a preview of the 
eventual output but just a view on the settings applied to this template. 
 

2. Edit ( ) allows you to update all of the settings and values for a template 
 

3. Delete ( ) allows you to delete the letter template from the system 
 

 

Performing a Letter Merge 

1. Navigate to Admin / Letters 

2. The system will list ‘Recent Merges’ at the top of this screen and just below that, all of the 
available templates with their names and descriptions to help you select the appropriate 
letter for a new merge.  You are also presented with two icons to the right of each listing.  
 

 

• View Details ( ) allows you view the letter template.  This is not a preview of the 
eventual output but just a view on the settings applied to this template.  This can 
also help you to determine if this letter template is the appropriate selection for you. 

• Merge ( ) allows you to generate new letter merges against a template. 
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3.  Click "Merge" to the right 
of the template you would 
like to use in your merge.   

4. Click ‘Contact Chooser’ to 
select individuals using the 
contact chooser to create a 
letter merge against one or 
more specific contact 
records. For more 
information on using this 
utility to select individuals 
please reference the 
“Contact List Views” 
section of this guide. 

5. Enter in any notes you 
would like to associate with 
this run 

6. Select an initial output 
format (pdf is an Abode 
Acrobat format, rtf is a 
Microsoft Word format, and 
html is for previewing within the web browser).  For this example, select 'rtf'. 

7. Enter the date that should be inserted in the letter (yyyy-mm-dd) 

8. Select whether or not you would like to add a communication interaction record for this 
merge to the selected recipients’ contact records along with a subject for that history record.  
Add History notes (if desired) and then select if you would like to include the letter template 
into the communication history record for each individual.  Each interaction record has a 
date, time, subject and description.  Depending on the options you choose, an interaction 
record can be added for each recipient where a) the date and time are set from the date and 
time of the merge, b) The subject of the communication interaction is set to the “history 
subject”, and c) the description is set to the history notes plus content the letter template 
used for the merge (if selected). 

9. Click "Run Merge" this will return you to the list of merges run for this letter template. 

10. You should see the merge you just created with an ‘In Queue’ status.  Click the ‘refresh’ (
) icon to get updates on the merge progress.  It will eventually change status to 
"processing", then finally to "completed".   

11. There will be a "download" link in the column for the format you initially set as the output 

format (in this example 'rtf' ).  Click this link to download the report.     

Merge Fields 

VolunteerMatters offers the ability to merge all contact and biographical data for a contact.  The 
convention for the merge fields is ${FIELDKEY}.  The format must follow the exact convention 
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displayed below where the field key is preceded by a dollar sign and open bracket “${“ and ended 
with a closed bracket “}”. 
 
The following are built-in fields available for merge for VolunteerMatters data (Case Sensitive):  
 

Merge Field Description 

${Title} Inserts the contact’s title 

${FirstName} Inserts the contact’s first name 

${LastName} Inserts the contact’s last name 

${MiddleName} Inserts the contact’s middle name 

${Suffix} Inserts the contact’s suffix 

${MAILINGNAME} Inserts the contact’s mailing name 

${Address1} Inserts the contact’s street address1.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

${Address2} Inserts the contact’s street address2.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

${City} Inserts the contact’s city.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

${State}  Inserts the contact’s state.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

${PostalCode} Inserts the contact’s postal code.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

${Country} Inserts the contact’s country.  Address type determined by the settings in the template. 

 
The following are built-in fields for VolunteerMatters data (in addition to the fields above – also case 
sensitive) 
 

Merge Field Description 
${_MEMBERSHIPID (SAME 
AS CONTACT ID)} 

Inserts the contact’s Contact ID 

${_NICKNAME} Inserts the contact’s nickname 

${_MAILINGNAME} Inserts the contact’s mailing name 

${_PREVIOUSNAME} Inserts the contact’s previous name 

${_BIRTHDATE} Inserts the contact’s birth date (month, day, and year) 

${_BIRTHDAY} Inserts the contact’s birth day (month and day) 

${_MEMBERSINCE} Inserts the contact’s member since date (month, day, and year) 

${_MEMBERSINCE_YEAR} Inserts the contact’s member since year 

${_EMAIL} Inserts the contact’s email address 

${_ALT_EMAIL} Inserts the contact’s alternate email address 

${_MEMBERSTATUS} Inserts the contact’s current statuses (status type: status value) with a carriage return 
between each 

${_TELEPHONE} Inserts the contact’s telephone number(s) (type: number) with a carriage return between 
each 

${_PRIMARY_TELEPHONE} Inserts the contact’s primary telephone number.   

${_ADDRESS} Inserts the contact’s addresses (type: address block) with a carriage return between 
each 

${_PRIMARY_ADDRESS}  Inserts the contact’s primary address.   

${_PLACEMENTS} Inserts the contact’s current committee placement(s) (committee: seat) with a carriage 
return between each 

 
You may also merge any custom field by using the same convention, inserting the unique key you 
identified when you created the field.  If you do not know the unique key for any field off hand, please 
visit Setup > Contact Record.  For example, if you were to create a custom contact field called 
“Favorite Pizza Toppings” with a Unique Key of “PIZZA” then the merge field would be ${PIZZA}.  
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Mailing Label Merge 
 
VolunteerMatters allows an administrator to store mailing label templates in the system and merge 
those label templates with field data from the contact records in the database.  This document will 
provide an overview on creating templates, including the format and types of merge fields you may 
insert, and performing the actual merges. 
 
Currently all label templates must use Avery address labels 15160, 18160, 18660, 5160, 5260, 
5520, 5960, 8160, 8250, or 8460.   
 

Creating a Label Template 

15. Navigate to Setup > Label Templates 
 

 

16. Click ‘New’ 

17. Enter a name for this label template.  For example, “Contact Mailing Labels” 

18. Enter a description for this label template.  For example, “Standard mailing labels for Avery 
5960 address labels”.  When performing a label merge, all of the available templates are 
listed with their names and descriptions to help the administrator select the appropriate label 
for a merge. 

19. Select the ‘Active’ checkbox if you would like this label template to be available for merges.  
If this template is still in progress and you would not like it to appear as an option when 
performing an actual merge, then leave this box un-checked. 

20. Enter any text or merge fields to be used in the label.  This typically includes a person’s 
name and address and will require merge fields.   
 
${Title} ${FirstName} ${LastName} 
${Address1} 
${Address2} 
${City}, ${State} ${PostalCode} 
 
See the section labeled ‘Merge Fields’ under Letter Merge  in this document for more merge 
options.  You can merge all of the same fields in a mailing label as you can in a letter merge.  

21. Select addressing preferences.  The system will use addresses according to the preferences 
you specify.  If you check the ‘Use primary address’ box, the system will insert the address 
information from each contact’s uniquely specified ‘Primary address’ in the system.   
 
Note: The system enforces that if a contact has only one address, then that address will be 
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set to Primary.  If a contact has more than one address an administrator must set one of the 
addresses as primary.  Therefore every contact record with at least one address must have 
a primary address 
 
Otherwise, you may select up to four choices in order of priority as to how the system should 
choose a contact’s address.  For example, you may choose the following:  
 

 
 
This above example would use the ‘Home’ address by default; If the contact does not have a 
‘Home’ address, then it would insert their ‘Business’ address; If the contact does not have a 
‘Home’ or ‘Business’ address, then it would insert their ‘Summer Home’ address; If the 
contact does not have a ‘Home’, ‘Business’, or ‘Summer Home’ address, then it would insert 
their ‘Other’ address.   

22. Click ‘Save’ (Saves and keeps you on this page) or ‘Save and Return’ (Saves and returns 
you to the list of templates). 

Template Listing 

When in Setup > Label Templates, if you have previously created label templates they will be listed 
here.  The listing includes the name, description and status (true = active, or false = deactivated).  
You are also presented with three icons to the right of each listing. 
 

 

1. View Details ( ) allows you view the label template.  This is not a preview of the 
eventual output but just a view on the settings applied to this template. 
 

2. Edit ( ) allows you to update all of the settings and values for a template 
 

3. Delete ( ) allows you to delete the label template from the system 
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Performing a Label Merge 

1. Navigate to Admin > Labels 

2. The system will list all of the available templates, their names, and descriptions to help you 
select the appropriate label for a merge.  You are also presented with two icons to the right 
of each listing. 

a. View Details ( ) allows you view the label template.  This is not a preview of the 
eventual output but just a view on the settings applied to this template.  This can 
also help you to determine if this label template is the appropriate selection for you. 

b. Merge ( )  allows you to generate new label merges against a template and also 
see previous merges that were saved in the system. 

3. Click "Merge" to the right of the template you would like to use in your merge.   

4. Click “Merge to Individuals” 

5. Click ‘Choose Contacts’ to select individuals against which to create a label  merge.  For 
more information on using this utility to select individuals please reference the “Contact List 
Views” section of this guide. 

6. Enter in any notes you would like to associate with this run 

7. Select an initial output format (rtf  is a Microsoft Word format, and html  is for 
previewing within the web browser).  For this example, select 'rtf'. 

8. Click "Run Merge" this will return you to the list of merges run for this label template.  You 

should see the merge you just created with an "In Queue" status.  Click the "refresh" ( ) 
icon to get updates on the merge progress.  It will eventually change status to "processing", 
then finally to "completed".   

9. There will be a "download" link in the column for the format you initially set as the output 
format (in this example 'rtf').  Click this link to download the report.  We do not offer label 
merges in PDF format as the layouts required for label printing must be very specific and 
PDF generation is less accurate in this respect. 
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Imports 
Import jobs have to follow three major steps 
 

1. Create the import job 
a. Import type 
b. Notes 
c. Description 
d. Identify a file delimiter 
e. Upload an import file 

2. Map the VolunteerMatters fields to the import file column headings 
3. Verify the import job 
4. Process the import 

 
The process is designed to make sure that the data is imported to the proper fields, in the proper 
format, with a degree of data quality (requiring minimal sets of field data). You will most likely find 
that each step of this process requires you to “clean up” the data in your import file to make sure the 
import contains qualified data. This helps to maintain a clean database. 

Performing an Import 

 
1. Create an import job 

 
a. Navigate to Setup > Import 
 

 
 
b. Select Import Type 

 
i. Core Member Import – Import lists of new contact records with certain core contact 

information including Contact ID, names, addresses, telephone numbers, emails, birth 
date, member-since date, status, photo, and any custom fields you have configured in 
the contact database. 
. 

ii. Status History Import – Import contact status change records that include the date of the 
change, the status the contact changed/will change to, and any notes associated with 
the change.  
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iii. Interaction Imports – Import interaction history records for your contacts. This can 
include one or more interaction types (communication, attendance, and volunteer) 
 

iv. Import Committee Seat Setup – Import your organizational structure with a listing of all 
of your committees and seats 
 

v. Placement History Import – Import placement history records for your contacts. Each 
placement requires a new entry (row) in the import file. 
 

vi. Fulfillments Import – Import a list of fulfillments to requirements for individual contacts. 
You can identify the date a requirement was fulfilled, by how many points, and any 
associated notes. 

 
c. Insert any related notes with the import 

These notes are viewable while you create, edit and verify the import to help identify the 
purpose for this import. 

 
d. Select a File Delimiter 

Our import utilities recognize coma and tab delimited text files. A delimited text file is a type 
of data format in which each piece of data is separated by a comma or a tab. This is a 
popular format for transferring data from one application to another, because most database 
systems are able to import and export comma and tab-delimited data. Additionally, you may 
save Excel spreadsheets in either format. For more information on import file formats, 
please see “Import File Formats” later in this document. 
 

e. Select a local file to be imported 
When you click the browse button you can select, from your local machine, the coma or tab-
delimited file that is to be imported. Once you have properly made your selection the local 
path to that field should be inserted into the ‘Import File’ field (e.g., C:\Documents and 
Settings\Station1\Desktop\contacts.txt).  In a later step the system will “Verify” (perform a 
number of tests) the import file to make sure its format or content does not causes errors on 
import. For example, the system checks for missing required fields, date formatting, 
inappropriate spaces in fields, duplicate Contact IDs, and empty rows. The system will report 
back errors it found during the Verify process and will only allow you to perform the import 
after all errors in the file have been cleared. This will most likely mean that you will have to 
‘Edit’ the import job to re-upload the import file once you have made corrections.  For more 
information on the column headings and format requirements for the import files, please see 
“Import File Formats” later in this section. 
 

f. Save 
At the time you "Save", the system will upload the file and prompt you to match the column 
headings in your upload file with the appropriate fields in our system. If the ‘Import File Field’ 
fields are very wide and contain all of the column headings it either means that you 
previously selected the wrong ‘File Delimiter’ or there is a problem with the import file itself. 
You may change the ‘File Delimiter’ and click ‘Save’ to see if it fixes the problem (You may 
have to scroll left to right to see the ‘Save’ button) 

 
2. Map VolunteerMatters fields to import file column headings 

The system will list every VolunteerMatters field allowed for this import in the left column titled 
‘Field’. You must match that field to the correct column heading from your import file in the right 
column labeled ‘Import File Field’. If the ‘Import File Field’ fields are very wide and contain all of 
the column headings it either means that you previously selected the wrong ‘File Delimiter’ or 
there is a problem with the import file itself. You may change the ‘File Delimiter’ and click ‘Save’ 
to see if it fixes the problem. You may have to scroll left to right to see the ‘Save’ button.  Those 
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fields with a green asterisk are required for the import. This means that every row in your import 
file must contain a properly formatted value for this field.  If your import file does not contain a 
column heading for a required field, you must adjust your import file and re-upload it to the 
import job.  Once you have properly mapped all VolunteerMatters fields with import file fields, 
click ‘Save and Return’. This will return you to the listing of all import jobs that have yet to be 
processed.  When viewing the listing of import jobs, the top of the page will list all import jobs of 
type “New”, “Verified”, and “Not Verified”. 
 

 
 

• “New” import jobs are those jobs that were created, but no attempt had yet been made 
to verify the import. 

• “Verified” import jobs are those that have been created, tested, and are ready for import. 
• “Not Verified” import jobs are those that had previously failed a “Verify” process. 

 
From this listing you may: 

• View ( ) the import job details 

• Edit ( ) the import job to change the notes, file delimiter, upload a new import file, or 
update the mapping between VolunteerMatters fields and the import file fields 

• Verify (  ) the import job 
• Process ( ) the import 

• Delete ( ) the import job 
 
3. Verify the import 

After an import job has been created and the field mappings have been set, you can click the 

“Verify” (  ) icon to test the import. VolunteerMatters’ import utilities will test the file in several 
different areas to reduce the possibility of an import error and assure the quality of the data. The 
system performs the following checks prior to import: 

 
a. Checks for required mappings.  

All columns in the import file do not have to be mapped to VolunteerMatters fields.  
However, a mapping must exist for all required VolunteerMatters fields. 
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b. Checks for any field values that may require unique values.  
For example, when importing a list of new contact records this will validate that the 
import file does not contain duplicate Contact IDs. 
 

c. Validates restricted field values.  
Validates any fields that have restrictions on data entered to predetermined values 
defined in VolunteerMatters. For example, on a fulfillment import there are 
predetermined fulfillment types defined in the system (Attendance, Volunteer Shift, 
Dues, Purchase, Donation, Buy-Out, Fine Payment, and Excused).  The import file must 
have these field values exactly as they are stored in the system. 
 

d. Checks for required fields.  
Checks to make sure that all records in the import file have a value defined for all 
required fields. For example, Contact IDs are required when importing new contact 
records. The system will verify that every contact record has a valid entry for this field. 
 

e. Verifies data formats.  
For example if a field is for a date it will verify that the date format is proper 
(mm/dd/yyyy). Examples of other specialized data formats include time, true/false, whole 
number, year, and decimal number. 
 

4. Process the Import 
After an import job has been created, the filed mappings have been set, and the import has been 
verified, you can click the “Import” ( ) icon to process the import. The import’s listing will move 
from the top of the page (“Imports”) to the listing of previously “Submitted Imports” a bit lower on 
the page. VolunteerMatters’ import utility will re-run the “Verify” tests described above and 
perform two additional tests on all records as the import is being processed. The additional tests 
include: 

 
o Checks for unique Contact ID values against existing records in the 

VolunteerMatters contact database.  
For “Core Member Data Imports”, the “Verify” process checks that Contact IDs are 
unique within the import file. The import process takes that one step further to make 
sure that the new records being imported do not have Contact IDs that already exist in 
the VolunteerMatters contact database. The utility will not import records where the 
Contact ID is equal to an existing record’s ID and will record an error for that line (row) of 
the import file in the import job’s notes.   
 

o Checks to make sure that Contact ID exists for any imports that amend an 
existing contact record.  
For example, if you are importing volunteer interaction records for a set of contacts, the 
system will verify that the Contact IDs in the import file match an existing record in the 
VolunteerMatters contact database. The utility will not import records where the Contact 
ID does not equal an existing contact record and record an error for that line (row) of the 
import file in the import job’s notes. 

 
The system will continue to import records until the import reaches 10 errors. At that time the 
import will stop and all errors will be reported under the job’s notes. The following example error 
is for a core member data import where the second record in the import file had a Contact ID 
that equaled a record that already existed in the VolunteerMatters contact database: 
 
Import Contact FAILED Duplicate Contact ID 369289 on line 2 
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Each error will list which line (row) in the import file failed so that you can reconcile this with your 
import file. If an import had fewer than 10 errors, you can assume that all records were imported 
successfully with the exception of those that had errors. If the import stopped because it had 
reached 10 errors, the last error entry will tell you on which line (row) the import stopped. You 
may assume that all rows that preceded that number (with the exception of the ones that had 
errors) imported successfully. 

 

Import File Formats 

The VolunteerMatters import utility recognizes coma and tab delimited text files. A delimited text file 
is a type of data format in which each piece of data is separated by a comma or a tab. This is a 
popular format for transferring data from one application to another, because most database 
systems are able to import and export comma and tab-delimited data. Additionally, you may save 
Excel spreadsheets in either format. 
 
For example, data pulled from a database and represented in comma-delimited format looks 
something like the following. Each column value is separated by a comma from the next column’s 
value and each row starts a new line: 
 
LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME, AGE, SEX 
Adams, Jane, 46, female 
Doe, John, 32, male 
Jones, Sam, 13, male 
Smith, Mary, 64, female 
 
When data is represented in comma-delimited format they also are referred to as comma-separated 
values, abbreviated CSV. 
 
You will notice that the first row identifies the column headings for all subsequent rows. The data in 
this row is not imported, but our utility uses the column headings to know which rows contain what 
fields. 
 
The following section describes the column headings (fields) for each import type. All of the import 
types have one or more require fields (marked with an asterisk). Those fields that have special 
requirements will describe them to the right of the field listing. 
 
Core Member Import 

Field  Note 

MEMBERSHIPID 
(SAME AS 
CONTACT ID)* 
(SAME AS 
CONTACT ID)  Required 

TITLE   

FIRSTNAME* Required 

LASTNAME* Required 

MIDDLENAME   

SUFFIX   

NICKNAME   

MAILINGNAME   
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PREVIOUS_NAME   

BIRTHDATE  mm/dd/yyyy format 

MEMBERSINCE mm/dd/yyyy format 

ONLINEPHOTO (URL to image file) 

EMAIL   

ALT_EMAIL   

Status Type1 Value  Value must match an existing value for the primary status 

Status As Of Date  mm/dd/yyyy format 

Status As Of Date  mm/dd/yyyy format 
Type1 Telephone  2075551212 or (207)555-1212 if international precede with a ‘+’ if 

has an extension insert a space then an ‘X’, then the extension 
number (e.g., (207)555-1212 x100 

Type2 Telephone  “ 

Type3 Telephone  “ 

Type4 Telephone  “ 

Type5 Telephone  “ 

Type6 Telephone  “ 

Type7 Telephone  “ 

Type8 Telephone  “ 

Type9 Telephone  “ 

Type1 Address 1   

Type1 Address 2   

Type1 City   

Type1 State   

Type1 Postal Code   

Type1 Country   

Type2 Address 1   

Type2 Address 2   

Type2 City   

Type2 State   

Type2 Postal Code   

Type2 Country   

Type3 Address 1   

Type3 Address 2   

Type3 City   

Type3 State   

Type3 Postal Code   

Type4 Country   

Type4 Address 1   

Type4 Address 2   

Type4 City   
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Type4 State   

Type4 Postal Code   

Type4 Country   

Custom Field1   

Custom Field2   

Custom Field3   

Custom Field4   

Custom Field5   

Custom Field6   

Custom Field7   

Custom Field8   

Custom Field9   

Custom Field10   

Custom Field11   

Custom Field12   

Custom Field13   

Custom Field14   

Custom Field15   

 
Import values for any number of custom fields with your core contact data. The custom field must be 
created in VolunteerMatters prior to import. If the field data being imported has multiple values (i.e. 
select multiple from a list) you must separate values with a pipe "|". For example “Choice 
One|Choice Two|Choice Three|Choice Four”.  The pipe key is typically just above the enter key on 
your keyboard and requires you to simultaneously hold down the shift key. 
 
Status History Import 
The purpose of this import is to import record past status information for historical recordkeeping.  
Imports of this type will have no effect on current or future status of your contacts.  The system does 
offer utilities to change statuses in bulk which can be found under Admin > Status. 
 

Field  Note 

*MEMBERSHIPID 

(SAME AS CONTACT 

ID)  

Required - must match a Contact ID from an existing record in the 

VolunteerMatters contact database 

* STATUS_CATEGORY  Required - must match the name of the Label you have given to your 

Status “Type Name” in the setup (Setup > Statuses) 

* STATUS  Required - must match the name of an existing “Status Values” in the 

setup (Setup > Statuses) 

* AS_OF_DATE  Required in mm/dd/yyyy format 

NOTES   
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Committee-Seat Setup Import 
This allows VolunteerMatters Pro users to seed their database with their committee structure in 
preparation for importing or entering placements to those positions. 
 

Field  Note 

*COMMITTEE  Required - must be unique.  No two committees may share the exact 

same name. 

* SEAT  Required  

* TYPE  Required – seat types may be designated as “Leadership” or 

“General” 

* POSITIONS  Required – Designate the number of individuals that may hold this 

seat simultaneously.  For example, two people may hold the seat of 

co-chair but only one person may hold the seat of President.  This 

designation is for information purposes only. 

 
Placement History Import 
This allows VolunteerMatters Pro users to import placement records for past, present, and future 
periods.   
 

Field  Note 

* MEMBERSHIPID 

(SAME AS CONTACT 

ID) 

Required - must match a Contact ID from an existing record in the 

VolunteerMatters contact database 

* COMMITTEE  Required - must exactly match a committee name that currently 

exists in VolunteerMatters 

* SEAT  Required - must exactly match a committee name that currently 

exists in VolunteerMatters 

* START_DATE  Required - mm/dd/yyyy format 

* END_DATE  Required - mm/dd/yyyy format 

NOTES   
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 Fulfillments Import 
This allows you to import individualized fulfillments to requirements (past, present, future) for 
individuals.  The system also allows you to enter bulk fulfillments to a set of individuals for current 
requirements from the Requirement Dashboard (Admin > Req Dash). 
 

Field  Note 

* MEMBERSHIPID 

(SAME AS CONTACT 

ID)  

Required (must match a Contact ID from an existing record in the 

VolunteerMatters contact database) 

* REQUIREMENT_ID  Required - must exactly match a requirement ID that currently exists 

in VolunteerMatters.  You can see the Requirement IDs when 

navigating to Setup > Define Reqs.  The numeric IDs are listed to the 

left of each requirement.  

* FULFILLMENT_TYPE  Required - must exactly match a fulfillment that currently exists in 

VolunteerMatters setup (Setup > Fulfillments) 

* FULFILLMENT_DATE  Required - mm/dd/yyyy format 

* POINTS  Required - must be in decimal format 

NOTES   
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Exports 
VolunteerMatters reporting utilities allow you to run reports on all forms of data in a coma delimited 
format (e.g., CSV).  This is identical to an export.  As such, you may use the extensive reporting 
templates to effective customize and generate your own data exports at any time.  Please refer to 
the Reporting section of this guide for further information.  For access to the reporting tool visit 
Admin > Reports. 
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Committee Placement Tracking 
If your organization periodically assigns new responsibilities to contacts through a committee or 
board structure, VolunteerMatters can help with the tracking and assignment of these roles.  Our 
system allows you to define committee structures and record placements for the current or past 
periods. 
 

Manage Committee Structure 
With VolunteerMatters, you may choose to manage your organizational structure to any depth you 
desire.  You may create any number of committees/divisions/groups – for this document’s purposes 
we will term any organizational grouping as a committee.  Committees may contain seats or other 
committees.  A seat is any position on a committee to which one or more individuals from the contact 
database may be assigned. 
 

Creating a new committee 
 

1. Log into your VolunteerMatters Administrative System 
(http://www.VolunteerMatters.com/login/<<Your Customer Code>>) 

2. Choose Setup > Committees  
 

 

3. Click ‘New’ 

4. Enter the committee name 

a. The committee name should be unique, but is not required by the system.  The 
committee name appears when assigning placements, when reporting on 
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placements and committee structure, and within contacts’ placement history 
records. 

5. Choose the parent committee 

a. The parent committee is the committee to which this new committee is a 
subordinate.  If this committee is a top-level committee, leave this setting as ‘none’.  
If you were to choose a committee that was already subordinate to one or more 
other committees, this would create a new committee that is another level deep 
within the organizational structure. 

6. Choose a committee type 

a. Committee types are for reporting purposes only.  Choose one from the drop-down 
list.  Types available are Standard or Board of Directors. 

7. Enter a committee description 

a. This description is for informational purposes only.  

8. Enter a display order number 

a. When listing 
this committee 
in the 
administrative 
site or on a 
report, the 
system will use 
this value to 
determine in 
what order the 
committee 
should be 
listed.  
Committees 
are first grouped by their hierarchy (parent committees) and ordered within those 
groups by display order number.  For instance, those committees that have a parent 
committee of ‘none’ (first tier committees) are ordered by their display order number.  
All sub committees are group by parent committee but ordered by their display order 
number.  The system lists those committee with the lowest display order number 
first and those with the highest display order number last.    

9. Choose whether or not to mark this committee as being active 

a. An active committee is available when assigning placements and also as a part of 
roster reporting.  Those committees that are deactivate (the box is un-checked) are 
unavailable when assigning placements and for some of the placement reports.  If 
you deactivate a committee, any assignments made to this committee will remain in 
the system’s history and subsequently in a contact’s history had they been 
previously assigned to a seat on this committee when it had been active. 

10. Click ‘Add’.   
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Changing committee hierarchy 
1. Choose Setup > Committees from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing committee that you would like to change 

3. Change the parent committee value 

a. The parent committee is the committee to which this committee is subordinate.  You 
may move this committee anywhere you would like within the structure without any 
adverse implications on the seats contained within this committee (other than the 
fact that they will be organized under a new committee, council, group, etc. 

4. Click ‘Update’. 

 

Changing committee’s name, description or type 
1. Choose Setup > Committees from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing committee that you would like to change 

3. Change the committee name 

a. The committee name should be unique, but is not required by the system.  The 
committee name appears when assigning placements, when reporting on 
placements and committee structure, and within contacts’ placement history 
records.  Changing a committees name has no affect on the seats or sub-
committees that are a part of this committee – other than the fact that the committee 
would be named something new. 

4. Choose a committee type 

a. Committee types are for reporting purposes only.  Choose one from the drop-down 
list.  Types available are Standard or Board of Directors. 

5. Enter a committee description 

b. This description is for informational purposes only.  

6. Click ‘Update’.   

 

Deactivating a committee 
 
A committee is typically deactivated when assignments are no longer being made to seats within this 
committee or any committees that are subordinate to this committee.  For all practical purposes a 
committee should only be deactivated if the organization no longer has this group within their 
organizational structure.  An active committee is available when assigning placements and also as a 
part of roster reporting.  Those committees that are deactivate (the box is un-checked) are 
unavailable when assigning placements and for some of the placement reports.  If you deactivate a 
committee, any assignments made to this committee will remain in the system’s history and 
subsequently in a contact’s history had they been previously assigned to a seat on this committee 
when it was active. 
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1. Choose Setup > Committees from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing committee that you would like to change 

3. Uncheck the active checkbox 

4. Click ‘Update’.   

Manage Seats within a Committee 
 
A committee may contain one or more seats.  For example, a finance committee could have three 
seats:  
 
1.  Co-chair (2) 
2.  Bookkeeper (1) 
3.  Auditor (1) 
 
A seat can have one or more positions.  For example the Co-chair seat has two positions, one of 
reach of the two co-chairs.  You may assign any number of positions to a seat, so you could have 1, 
50, 100 or 1,000 positions available for any seat.   
 

Add a new seat to an existing committee 
 

1. Choose Setup > 
Committees from within 
VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of 
the existing committee to 
which you would like to 
add a seat 

3. Click ‘New’ under 
‘Committee Seats’ 

4. Enter the seat name.  
While the system does not 
require seat names within 
a committee to be unique 
it is a good practice and 
highly recommended.  
Having multiple seats on 
the same committee with 
the same name can make automated transactions, like placement imports, behave 
unpredictably. 

5. Choose a seat type 

a. Seat types are for reporting purposes only.  Choose one from the drop-down list.  
Types available are General or Leadership. 
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6. Enter a seat description 

c. This description is for formational purposes only.  

7. Enter the number of positions available for this seat.   

a. You may assign any number of positions to a seat, so you could have 1, 50, 100 or 
1,000 individuals assigned to any one seat.  For system administrators, this value is 
for informational purposes only to identify need and level of fulfillment.  The system 
does not prevent an administrator from over-filling seat assignments.   

8. Enter a display order number 

a. When listing this seat in the administrative site or on a report, the system will use 
this value to determine in what order the seat should be listed.  Seats are first 
grouped by their committee and ordered within those committees by display order 
number.  The system lists those seat with the lowest display order number first and 
the highest last.    

9. Choose whether or not to mark this seat as being active 

a. An active seat is available when assigning placements and also as a part of roster 
reporting.  Those seats that are deactivate (the box is un-checked) are unavailable 
when assigning placements and for some of the placement reports.  If you 
deactivate a seat, any assignments made to this seat will remain in the system’s 
history and subsequently in a contact’s history had they been previously assigned to 
this seat for any period of time. 

10. Click ‘Add’.   

Changing seat’s name, description, # of positions, or type 
 

1. Choose Setup > Committees from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing committee that contains the seat you would like to 
change (you may have to scroll down after the page refreshes) 

3. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing seat you would like to change 

4. Change the seat name 

5. Change the seat type 

a. Seat types are for reporting purposes only.  Choose one from the drop-down list.  
Types available are General or Leadership. 

6. Change the seat description 

d. This description is for informational purposes only .  

7. Change the number of positions available for this seat.   
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a. You may assign any number of positions to a seat, so you could have 1, 50, 100 or 
1,000 individuals assigned to any one seat.  For system administrators, this value is 
for informational purposes only to identify need and level of fulfillment.  The system 
does not prevent an administrator from over-filling seat assignments.  If you have 
chosen a placement fair product upgrade.   

8. Click ‘Update’.   

Deactivating a seat 
 
A seat is typically deactivated when assignments are no longer being made to it.  For all practical 
purposes a seat should only be deactivated if the organization no longer has this position within their 
organizational structure.  An active seat is available when assigning placements and also as a part 
of roster reporting.  Those seats that are deactivate (the box is un-checked) are unavailable when 
assigning placements and for some of the placement reports.  If you deactivate a seat, any 
assignments made to this seat will remain in the system’s history and subsequently in a contact’s 
history had they been previously assigned to this seat when it was active. 

1. Choose Setup > Committees from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing committee that contains the seat you would like to 
change (you may have to scroll down after the page refreshes) 

3. Click ‘Edit’ to the right of the existing seat you would like to change 

4. Uncheck the active checkbox 

5. Click ‘Update’.   

Assigning Contacts to Committee Seats 
Once you have created your organization’s committee structure and created and activated seats 
within those committees, you may place individual contacts to those seats for a particular period of 
time.  The term for placement to a committee is not imposed by our system.  If, for example, by 
policy the chair of your communications committee must serve a term from the first of January 
through December 31

st
 of that same year, the system would not impose this as the placement period 

when you create the committee seat.  Instead, VolunteerMatters allows an administrator to assign a 
contact to a seat for a specified placement period.  That could be one day, a week, a year, or several 
years and is independent of what your organization may require by policy as a part of the contact’s 
term. 
 
This allows an administrator the flexibility of having overlapping terms, or circumstances where two 
individuals may share a single term (i.e., a contact has to take a leave of absence, moves out of 
town, resigns, etc.) while allowing the manual assignment of terms by convention. 
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View Current Placements 
1. Choose Admin > Placements from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click on the committee in which you are interested 

a. The committee detail will expand to show all of the active seats on this committee.  
Additionally it will show any placements that were made for each seat where the 
‘Placements as of’ date is within the placement period. 

 

View past or future placements 
1. Choose Admin > Placements from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Change the ‘Placements as of’ date to any past or future date 

a. The ‘Placements as of’ date adjusts what placements should be displayed on this 
page for each committee seat.  The system will display any placement whose term 
overlaps with the date entered into this field.  For example, if you were to put 
01/01/1995, the system would display any active committee and seat that had an 
assignment period that overlapped with 01/01/1995 (01/01/1995 was on or after the 
placement period’s start date OR on or before the placement period’s end date).  

3. Click the refresh list button  
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4. Click on the committee in which you are interested 

a. The committee detail will expand to show all of the active seats on this committee.  
Additionally it will show any placements that were made for each seat where the 
‘Placements as of’ date is within the placement period. 

 

Assign contact(s) to a committee seat 
1. Choose Admin > Placements from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click on the committee in which you are interested 

b. The committee detail will expand to show all of the active seats on this committee.  
Additionally it will show any placements that were made for each seat where the 
‘Placements as of’ date is within the placement period. 

3. Click ‘Add Placements’ 

 

4. Enter the start date for the 
placement period 
(typically going to be for 
the start date of your 
organization’s year or 
whatever your convention 
for terms may be) 

5. Enter the end date for the 
placement period 

6. Add notes if applicable 

7. Use the Contact Chooser 
to select the contact(s) that should be assigned to this position.  For help on using the 
contact chooser, please reference the “Contact List Views” user guide. 

8. Click ‘Update’ 

 
 

Change a contact’s placement term 
1. Choose Admin > Placements from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click on the committee in which you are interested  

a. The committee detail will expand to show all of the active seats on this committee.  
Additionally it will show any placements that were previously made for each seat 
where today’s date is within the placement period. 

3. Click ‘Edit’  to the right of the placement you would like to change  
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4. Enter the adjusted start date for the placement period (typically going to be for the start date 
of your organization’s year or whatever your convention for terms may be) 

5. Enter the adjusted end date for the placement period 

6. Add notes if applicable 

7. Click ‘Update’ 

 
  

Remove a contact from a committee seat 
1. Choose Admin > Placements from within VolunteerMatters  

2. Click on the committee in which you are interested  

a. The committee detail will expand to show all of the active seats on this committee.  
Additionally it will show any placements that were previously made for each seat 
where today’s date is within the placement period. 

3. Click ‘Delete’  to the right of the placement you would like to change  

4. Click ‘OK’ 
 
 

Importing Committee Structure and Placements 
VolunteerMatters Pro provides an import utility that among other things can import your 
committee/seat structure as well as placement records for past, present, and future periods.   
Please refer to the Imports section of this guide for further information.  
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Member Requirements 
VolunteerMatters allows you to create any number of requirements your contacts may fulfill.  The 
management of requirements can be separated into four categories. The first is the creation of the 
requirement.  The second is the assignment of that requirement to specific contacts.  The third is the 
recording of fulfillments to those requirements by individual contacts.  The fourth is communicating to 
contacts about their requirements. 

Creating Organizational Requirements 
Most member organizations have requirements for membership even if they are as simple as just 
paying their annual dues.  Some organizations have more complex requirements that may include 
volunteer hours, product sales, serving on a committee, attending meetings, attending training 
sessions, or passing certification exams.   

 
 
To create a new requirement: 

1. Log into your VolunteerMatters Administrative System 
(http://www.VolunteerMatters.com/login/<<Your Customer Code>>) 

2. Navigate to Setup  > Define Reqs and click ‘New’ ( ) 

3. Enter the due date (the date by which a contact must completely fulfill the requirement).  If 
certain contacts have the same requirement but different due dates, you must create 
multiple requirement records. 

4. Enter the name of the requirement.  Make this name as descriptive as possible as most 
contact-facing views of requirements do not include the description. 
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5. Enter the requirement description 

6. Enter the effective start date and end date.  Each requirement must apply to a specific time 
period (calendar year, fiscal year, etc).  This means that even if your requirements do not 
change from one year to the next, you must still create a new requirement in the system to 
reflect the change of year.  

7. Enter the minimum points required to consider this requirement fulfilled.  Points are a 
generic unit of measure that can accommodate a monetary amount, time, quantity, etc.  For 
example, the following matrix describes varying types of requirements and what their 
resulting point values would be: 

 

Name Actual Value Point Value 

Pay membership dues $125.00 125.00 

Volunteer 10 hours 10 Hours 10.00 

Attend 4 general meetings 4 meetings 4.00 

Sell 3 fundraising products 3 Product Sales 3.00 

Actively participate on a committee True/False 1.00 

 

You can see how points can accommodate partial or complete fulfillments.  For example, if a 
member paid for half of their membership dues, a fulfillment of 62.50 points would be applied to this 
total (62.50 out of 125.00 completed).  If a member attended 1 general meeting, the fulfillment would 
have a value of 1.00 point (1.00 out of 3.00 completed).  This approach can also accommodate more 
subjective requirements like the last example to “actively participate on a committee”.   An 
organizational leader may evaluate a person’s level of participation and decide if it is deserving of a 
1.00 fulfillment or not. 

8. Click ‘Add’ 

 

Assigning Requirements to Contacts 
Once a requirement has been created in the system, you may assign it to one or more contacts.  
Assignments can be made to contacts by status or just about any other common attribute that is 
contained within the database.   

 

To assign contacts to a previously created requirement follow these steps: 
 

1. Navigate to Setup > Define Reqs and click the ‘Assignments’ icon ( ) to the right of the 
requirement to which you would like to make assignments. 

2. There are three utilities to facilitate the assignment of contacts: 

a. You may add all contacts from this requirement by clicking the ‘Add All Contacts” 
button to the right of the assignment list 

b. Add contacts by status 

i. Choose a status type 

ii. Choose a contact status 
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iii. Click Add.  All contacts of that status will be added to the list at the left of the 
page.  If you wanted to add contacts of two different statuses, you would 
just have to use this tool twice. 

c. You may add selected contacts by using the contact chooser.   

i. Click “Choose Contacts” ( ) to the right of the “Add Selected Contacts” 
box.  To learn more about searching and selecting contacts via the contact 
chooser, please reference the “Contact List Views” user guide. 

ii. After selecting the proper contact records from the contact chooser you will 
see that the list of selected contacts now appears in the “Add Selected 
Contacts” box. 

iii. Click ‘Add’ to formally request the addition of those contact records.  

iv. An “Are you sure?” pop-up will appear, click ‘OK’ if you are sure of the 
change. 

3. As you add contacts they are listed to the left of the page and the total number of contacts is 
displayed at the bottom of that list and in the requirement summary at the top of the page. 
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Removing Assignments 
If you should want to remove a requirement assignment for one or more contacts you have several 
mechanisms available to you.   

1. Navigate to Setup > Define Reqs and click the ‘Assignments’ icon ( ) to the right of the 
requirement to which you would like to make assignments.   

2. There are three utilities to facilitate the removal of requirement assignment to contacts; 

a. First, you could click the red ‘X’ ( ) to the right of the contacts listing and this will 
release that specific contact from the requirement 

b. You may remove all contacts from this requirement by clicking the ‘Remove All 
Contacts” button 

c. You may remove selected contacts by using the contact chooser.   

i. Click “Choose Contacts” ( ) to the right of the “Remove Selected 
Contacts” box.  To learn more about searching and selecting contacts via 
the contact chooser, please reference the “Contact List Views” user guide. 

ii. After selecting the proper contact records from the contact chooser you will 
see that the list of selected contacts now appears in the “Remove Selected 
Contacts”  box. 

iii. Click ‘Remove’ to formally request the removal of those contact records.  

iv. An “Are you sure?” pop-up will appear, click ‘OK’ if you are sure of the 
change. 

3. As you remove contacts they are eliminated from the list to the left of the page and the total 
number of contacts is update at the bottom of that list and in the requirement summary at 
the top of the page. 
  

Adding Fulfillment Records 
You may add fulfillment records to the system in several ways.  The first is via the Requirements 
Dashboard, the second is to navigate directly to the contact’s record and add a fulfillment on their 
‘Requirements’ tab, the third is to add fulfillments as part of a file import. 
 

Requirements Dashboard 
Navigate to Admin > Reqs Dash.  You will be presented with a screen that displays all active 
requirements ordered by due date.   
 

 
 
Each requirement listing includes the requirement's name, description, active period, and point 
values.  Additionally, the system displays the count of contacts to which this requirement has been 
assigned, the count of contacts that have completely fulfilled the requirements and the count of 
contacts that have yet to completely fulfill this requirement.  If you click on the counts (assigned, 
fulfilled, or unfulfilled) it will bring you to a new page that lists all of the contacts who have been 
assigned, fulfilled, or have yet to full that particular requirement.   
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At the end of each row is an icon ( ) that will bring you to the update utility for recording fulfillments 
for one or more contacts.   
  
After clicking the icon, you will be presented with the ability to apply one fulfillment record to one or 
more individuals.  For example, you may apply the following fulfillment to an unlimited number of 
contacts: 
  
Fulfillment type: Attendance 
Date:  08/15/2009 
Points:  1.00 
Notes:  Contact attended a seminar on non-profit leadership 
  
1. Use the contact chooser to select which contact(s) should have this fulfillment added to their 

record.  To learn more about using the contact chooser please reference the “Contact List 
Views” user guide. 

2. Select a Fulfillment Type (General, Attendance, Volunteer Shift, Dues, Purchase, Donation, Buy-
Out, Fine Payment, Excused).   

3. Enter the date this fulfillment was made.  

4. Enter the point value of the fulfillment. Points are a generic unit of measure that can 
accommodate a monetary amount, time, quantity, etc.  For example, the following matrix 
describes varying types of requirements and what their resulting point values would be: 

 

Name Actual Value Point Value 

Pay membership dues $125.00 125.00 

Volunteer 10 hours 10 Hours 10.00 

Attend 4 general meetings 4 meetings 4.00 

Sell 3 fundraising products 3 Product Sales 3.00 

Actively participate on a committee True/False 1.00 

 

You can see how points can accommodate partial or complete fulfillments.  For example, if a 
contact paid for half of their membership dues, a fulfillment of 62.50 points would be applied to 
this total (62.50 out of 125.00 completed).  If a contact attended 1 general meeting, the 
fulfillment would have a value of 1.00 point (1.00 out of 3.00 completed).  This system can also 
accommodate more subjective requirements like the last example to “actively participate on a 
committee”.   An organizational leader may evaluate a person’s level of participation and decide 
if it is deserving of a 1.00 fulfillment or not.   
 

• If the total fulfillment points are greater or equal to the Minimum Requirement Points, the 
system will consider the requirement fulfilled. 

• If the total fulfillment points are less than the minimum requirement points (as defined 
when creating the requirement), the system will consider the requirement unfulfilled. 

5. Enter any notes relating to the fulfillment. All fulfillment information, including notes, will be 
viewable by the contact on the ‘My Profile’ section of your website. 
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6. When you are ready to apply this single fulfillment to the selected contact record(s), click "Add 
Fulfillments".   
 

Add a Fulfillment from a Contact’s Record 
1. To view the list of contact records, navigate to Admin > Database. 

2. Search/Filter for the contact record to which you would like to add a contact record. For help 
searching and filtering for contacts please see the “Contact List Views” section of this guide. 

3. Click ‘View’ ( ) to the right of the contact’s record 

4. Click on the ‘Requirements’ tab.  You will see a listing of all requirements that had been 
previously assigned to this contact.  The listing will include the name of the requirement, the due 
date, and the fulfillment status (total point value of all fulfillments over the minimum points 
required to completely satisfy the requirement).  Each requirement will be in a green band.  If 
previous fulfillments had been entered they would be listed in the gray area just beneath each 
requirement. 
 

 

5. Click  ‘New’ under the requirement to which you would like to add a fulfillment. 

6. Select a Fulfillment Type (General, Attendance, Volunteer Shift, Dues, Purchase, Donation, Buy-
Out, Fine Payment, Excused).   

7. Enter the date this fulfillment was made.  
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8. Enter the point value of the fulfillment. Points are a generic unit of measure that can 
accommodate a monetary amount, time, quantity, etc.  For example, the following matrix 
describes varying types of requirements and what their resulting point values would be: 

 

Name Actual Value Point Value 

Pay membership dues $125.00 125.00 

Volunteer 10 hours 10 Hours 10.00 

Attend 4 general meetings 4 meetings 4.00 

Sell 3 fundraising products 3 Product Sales 3.00 

Actively participate on a committee True/False 1.00 

 

You can see how points can accommodate partial or complete fulfillments.  For example, if a contact 
paid for half of their membership dues, a fulfillment of 62.50 points would be applied to this total 
(62.50 out of 125.00 completed).  If a contact attended 1 general meeting, the fulfillment would have 
a value of 1.00 point (1.00 out of 3.00 completed).  This system can also accommodate more 
subjective requirements like the last example to “actively participate on a committee”.   An 
organizational leader may evaluate a person’s level of participation and decide if it is deserving of a 
1.00 fulfillment or not.   
 

• If the total fulfillment points are greater or equal to the Minimum Requirement 
Points, the system will consider the requirement fulfilled. 

• If the total fulfillment points are less than the minimum requirement points (as 
defined when creating the requirement), the system will consider the requirement 
unfulfilled. 

9. Enter any notes relating to the fulfillment. All fulfillment information, including notes, will be 
viewable by the contact on the ‘My Profile’ section of your website. 

10. Click ‘Add’ 
 

Importing Fulfillments 
VolunteerMatters allows you to import individualized fulfillments to requirements (past, present, 
future) for individuals.  Please refer to the  “Import” section of this guide for more information on 
import file specifications and the use of the import utility. 
 
The system also allows you to enter bulk fulfillments to a set of individuals for current requirements 
from the Requirement Dashboard (Admin > Req Dash). Please see the “Adding Fulfillments” sub 
section of the Contact Requirements segment of this guide.  

Communication by Fulfillment Status 
Navigate to Admin > Reqs Dash.  You will be presented with a screen that displays all active 
requirements ordered by due date.   
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Each requirement list includes the Requirement's name, description, active period, and point 
values.  Additionally, the system displays the count of contacts to which this requirement has been 
assigned, the count of contacts that have completely fulfilled the requirements and the count of 
contacts that have yet to completely fulfill this requirement.  
  
If you click on the counts (assigned, fulfilled, or unfulfilled) it will bring you to a new page that lists all 
of the contact's who have been assigned, fulfilled, or have yet to full that particular requirement.   
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At the bottom of the listing of assigned, fulfilled or unfulfilled contacts you will see options to 
communicate with this particular subset of contacts.  For example, if you had clicked on those 
contacts that had a requirement unfulfilled, you could choose an option to include those contacts in a 
bulk email, letter merge, or a label merge.   

• To email these contacts just click on the "Email" button and the system will insert those 
contacts in the contact chooser.  You can define the message subject, body and 
attachments the same way you would for any other email (See the "Bulk Email" user guide 
for more information). 
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• To include these contacts in a letter merge, select the letter template you would like to use 

(i.e., "Dues Reminder Notice Letter") from the drop-down list and click "Go" ( ).  For more 
information on creating and managing letter templates please see the "Letter Merge" user 
guide. 
 

• To include these contacts in a label merge, select the label template you would like to 

use from the drop-down list and click "Go" ( ).  For more information on creating and 
managing label templates please see the "Label Merge" user guide. 
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Attendance Scanning 

Overview 
The portable scanning devices allow operators to recorded attendance information in blocks called 
sessions.  Once the session(s) have been closed device operators can “synchronize with server” to 
move session data files to your VolunteerMatters Administrative system for processing.  This is 
where you can define where and how these attendance records should be recorded against contact 
records.  The overall process is as follows: 
 
Prior to scanning: 

(1) Assign unique Attendance IDs to contacts 
(2) Produce bar-coded media to scan for contacts 

 
From the portable scanning device: 

(3) Scan contact barcodes with portable scanning devices, creating one or more scan 
“sessions”. 

(4) Synchronize session data from portable scanning device to the VolunteerMatters system 
 
From the VolunteerMatters Administrative System: 

(5) Validate scan session data 
(6) Generate “Interactions” from scan data 
(7) Generate one or more requirement fulfillments from interaction records 

 

Attendance IDs 
Within VolunteerMatters your contact records can be assigned an Attendance ID.  This is a unique 
ID that will be encoded in a barcode to identify a specific contact record.  This ID field is only used in 
conjunction with VolunteerMatters Attendance Tools.  Though they may be populated with the same 
values, this ID field is entirely separate from the Contact ID field.   
 
Closerware’s recommended approach is to utilize pre-printed keychain ID tags for your membership.  
You can buy the key tags from third party vendors in blocks of 500 with sequential Attendance IDs.  
You can then assign a specific key tag to a contact.  This provides numerous benefits. 
 
(1) Key tags are similar to those for bookstores, fitness centers, and grocery stores.  They attach to 

your keychain and are more likely to be with you when attending events, programs, or facilities. 
 

(2) Key tags are easier to replace.  If a contact loses their key tag, you can just pick another from 
inventory and assign its unique code to that contact. 
 

(3) Contacts can self-activate their Attendance ID to facilitate assignments 
 

(4) They are much less expensive to produce 
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Assigning Attendance IDs 
 
You can associate an Attendance ID to a contact record in three different ways. 
 
(1) An administrator can manually edit a contact record.  This is typically most useful when 

assigning relatively few IDs to new contacts, transfers, or for replacement key tags. 
 

(2) A contact can update the Attendance ID field via their ‘My Profile’ screen.  This is very useful 
when assigning IDs in mass to your contacts.  For example, you could simply distribute key tag 
IDs to your contacts and instruct each contact to visit the ‘My Profile’ section of the website, edit 
their core contact data, and type in the unique ID on the key tag they were given to “activate” the 
ID. 
 
To track activations, your administrators can run reports and filter email and letter merges to only 
include those contacts who have yet to activate their ID card (contact records where Attendance 
ID is empty).  The scans for those contacts who use the card before activating it will not be lost.  
As soon as they do activate the ID all previous scans associated with that ID will now be 
associated with the contact.   
 

(3) You can bulk import Attendance ID values via a “contact update import”.  The import file itself 
only requires one column for the contact’s Contact ID and a second column for their Attendance 
ID.  You can make all assignments in a single spreadsheet then upload the assignments in 
mass. 

 
Barcode Reports 
There are two reports that may include a barcode encoded with each contact’s Attendance ID.  The 
first is a “Sign-In Sheet” report.  This report can include contact name, status, a space for signature, 
time in and time out columns, and the contact’s Attendance ID barcode.  This can be used for those 
events where a portable scanning device is not available or as a backup to a contact forgetting their 
ID.  The sign-in sheet could be scanned at a later date/time to record an individual’s attendance. 
 
The second is a “Contact Attendance Sheet” report.  This report produces a PDF file that can be 
printed on Avery 5160 or compatible labels to be adhered to existing ID cards, name badges, or 
other items. 
 
NOTE:  Depending on your printer, ink, quality of paper, and other factors, self-printing of barcodes 
is not always 100% predictable.  Closerware highly recommends testing barcode output with a 
portable scanning device prior to use in a real-time environment.  Additionally, paper-based 
barcodes tend to wear over time, so if they are to be re-used there is a higher probability that they 
will not be recognized by the scanning device.  We strongly recommend the primary use of 
PCV/Plastic key tag IDs only relying on paper-based barcodes as a secondary scan method. 

 

Connecting an Attendance Scanner to the Internet 
The scanner itself must be connected to the Internet to successfully synch attendance data from the 

scanner to our servers.  This is often done by connecting the device to an internal network that has a 
shared Internet connection (like in the organization's office).  You may connect either wirelessly (if 
your unit supports this) or by directly connecting to a network hub or Internet router with an Ethernet 
cable.  Whatever network you have, it must be configured to support adding new devices.  Some 
networks are easier than others to connect devices.  In the vast majority of cases you can simply 
either plug the RJ45 patch cable (looks like a fat telephone cord) from the scanner's cradle to a 
network jack/hub/router or "find" and connect to a WLAN and the network will automatically 
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"discover" the device, assign it a unique ID on the network, and allow it to have access to the 
Internet.  While we go to great lengths to provide assistance with connecting devices to your 
network, ultimately we do not have an intimate understanding of the configuration and settings your 
network may have.  Additionally, the customer contact may not have sufficient technical abilities to 
properly interpret our instructions.  For example, many of our customer contacts wouldn't know what 
it meant to "Make sure a DHCP server is configured and operational on the network to which the 
Ethernet cradle is connected."  If the following terms are not familiar to you, more than likely you will 
require the help of a network administrator:  Ethernet, RJ45, Router, DHCP, IP Address, LAN, 
WLAN, Hub. 
 
For Scanners with an Ethernet Cradle: 

1. Make certain a DHCP server is configured and operational on your network  
2. Make sure the IP addresses being distributed by the DHCP service will allow access to the 

Internet via a shared high-speed Internet connection to which the Ethernet cradle is 
connected 

3. Make sure that your cradle is plugged into an electrical outlet and has power. 
4. Make sure the scanner is properly seated in the cradle. 
5. Plug one end of an RJ45 patch cable into the cradle and the other end into a jack/hub/or 

router (not into your computer).  The network will automatically "discover" the device, assign 
it a unique ID on the network, and allow it to have access to the Internet.  

6. Upon completing the above steps, check the light in front of the cradle: 
1. The amber LED remains dark when the Ethernet cradle is plugged in. 

1. Make sure the power supply is securely connected and receiving power. 
2. The amber LED blinks continuously. 

1. This means that the device is not able to obtain an IP address from your 
DHCP server.  Make sure a DHCP server is configured and operational on 
the network to which the Ethernet cradle is connected. 

3. The amber LED is fully lit, but no synchronization with VolunteerMatters took place, 
and the green LED did not blink 

1. Remove terminal from the Ethernet cradle and reinsert it, making sure it is 
gently but firmly seated in the Ethernet cradle. Rerun the VolunteerMatters 
synchronization. 

4. The green LED remains dark 
1. Make sure the jack, hub or router you have plugged into is a) connected to 

the network, has power, and is functioning properly.  
2. Replace the Ethernet Cable (RJ45 patch cable) as it may be bad.  Confirm 

that the Ethernet cable is a straight-through (or feed-through) cable and not 
a cross-over cable.   

7. Start the VolunteerMatters application by double-tapping the desktop icon or by choosing 
Start --> Programs --> Attendance Scanner.  

8. Tap the "Attendance Scanner" in the title bar to get to the menu options. Choose Tools --> 
Network Test" to test for basic network connectivity. If this test fails, this means that the 
device must not have been properly "connected" to a network which provides access to the 
Internet.  This is essential to synching the scanner with your contact database.  If you would 
like more evidence that the device is not properly connected to the Internet via your network, 
you may exit out of the VolunteerMatters application by tapping in the word "Attendance 
Scanner" in the blue bar at the top of the screen.  Next, you can use the Pocket Internet 
Explorer found in Start --> Programs --> Internet Explorer.  If you cannot access the Internet 
via Internet Explorer, this is further confirmation that the problem resides with the connecting 
a hardware device to your network.  Please consult a professional for further assistance.  
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For Wireless Scanners: 

1. Make certain a DHCP server is configured and operational on your network  
2. Make sure the IP addresses being distributed by the DHCP service will allow access to the 

Internet via a shared high-speed Internet connection to which the Ethernet cradle is 
connected 

3. On the scanner, exit out of the VolunteerMatters application by tapping in the word 
"Attendance Scanner" in the blue bar at the top of the screen.   

4. In the Windows menu bar to the bottom-right of the screen there is an icon for WLAN 
(Wireless LAN).   

5. Click "Find WLANs" and try to "connect" to your organization's wireless network. Depending 
on the security settings for your wireless network you may have to update the authentication 
or encryption tabs. In most cases, it is a matter of updating the encryption settings with a key 
that has been set by your network administrator.  

1. If you did connect successfully but receive a DHCP error, I would click the WLAN 
icon again and choose "Status", then choose "IP Status", then click the "renew" 
button for DHCP.   

2. If you did connect successfully but still receive a DHCP error, I would make sure a 
DHCP server is configured and operational on the network to which the wireless 
device is connected.   

3. If you did not connect successfully I would reset your router and try again. 
6. Start the VolunteerMatters application by double-tapping the desktop icon or by choosing 

Start --> Programs --> Attendance Scanner.  
7. Tap the "Attendance Scanner" in the title bar to get to the menu options. Choose Tools --> 

Network Test" to test for basic network connectivity. If this test fails, this means that the 
device must not have been properly "connected" to a network which provides access to the 
Internet.  This is essential to synching the scanner with your contact database.  If you would 
like more evidence that the device is not properly connected to the Internet via your network, 
you may exit out of the VolunteerMatters application by tapping in the word "Attendance 
Scanner" in the blue bar at the top of the screen.  Next, you can use the Pocket Internet 
Explorer found in Start --> Programs --> Internet Explorer.  If you cannot access the Internet 
via Internet Explorer, this is further confirmation that the problem resides with the connecting 
a hardware device to your network.  Please consult a professional for further assistance.  

Once your scanner is connected properly to the Internet you should be all set to start synching scan 
data to your contact database.  After the above tests have been run with successful results the only 
other possible hurdle to synching would be if the password to the unit does not match the one we 
have on record for you in our servers.  If you are able to synch without error, then these passwords 
match properly.  If you attempt to synch and receive an error message "error.invalid.login[]", this 
message indicates that the scanner is communicating with the VolunteerMatters server, but the 
Synchronization password is incorrect.  Please contact support@closerware.com and we can work 
with you to reset your password, which must be set on the scanner itself as well as our servers for 
security purposes. 
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Using the Handheld Scanner 
You can use portable, wireless scanning device(s) running VolunteerMatters’ attendance-tracking 
software.  The device does not require a PC and can communicate directly with VolunteerMatters’ 
services over the Internet. 
 
The portable scanning devices allow operators to recorded attendance information in blocks called 
sessions.  Once the session(s) have been closed device operators can “synchronize with server” to 
move session data files to your VolunteerMatters administrative system for processing.   

 

 

Power On and Open Application 

 
Power on your unit by pressing the power button.  If the display is not back lit you may then hold 
down the power button to enable to backlighting. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
If the application has not been started already you may select the “Attendance Scanner” icon from 
the desktop or go to Start > Programs > Attendance Scanner.  Once the application has started you 
will see a main menu similar to the following: 
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Start a Scanning Session 
 
Typically you create a scanning session for any period of time you will be scanning attendance to an 
event, program or initiative.  Sessions are opened and closed.  Each session is identified by a 
session name.  A single event may have any number of scanning sessions associated with it.   
 
Click on “Start Scanning Session” 
 

 
 

 
The system will prompt for the Session Name and Scanner Name.  The session name should 
provide descriptive information about what this scan session data will contain.  This will be useful 
information once you upload this scan data to your database.  For example session name may be 
“January General Membership Meeting”. 
 
The Scanner name should provide distinctive information about which scanner was used to capture 
the information.  For example, you may want to name the scanner after the individual performing 
scans or after the entrance that the scanner was being used (i.e., “West Entrance”). 
 
You may use the “auto” button to insert the current date and time as the session name.  You may 
also use the “last” button to insert the last session name used on the device.   
 
Click “OK” 
 
The screen will state “Scanner ready” 
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Start Scanning Barcodes 
 
You may scan each individual’s contact ID card or sign-in sheet by pressing either one of the yellow 
buttons on the sides of the device and pointing it at the corresponding barcode.  You may also press 
both yellow buttons simultaneously.   
 

 
 
Hold the unit 2 to 4 inches from the barcode when scanning.  Holding the unit too close to the 
barcode may not register properly and holding the device too far from the barcode could cause 
inadvertent scans (especially if scanning from a sign-in sheet or list). 
 
Each time a scan has been recorded you will hear a “Beep” and the scanner’s screen will display the 
unique ID number encoded in the barcode.  This is a confirmation that your scan has been recorded.  
If you do not hear a sound it means that the device has not yet recognized a barcode.   
 
When you have finished scanning you can click “Stop Scanning” 
 
Your device can store up to 40,000 scans before having to be synchronized.  However, we 
recommend synchronizing as soon as it is convenient to maintain data relevance. 
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Synch Session Data to the VolunteerMatters Service 
 
Press “Synchronize With Server” to move the session data from your portable scanning device to 
VolunteerMatters’ servers via the Internet. 
 

 
 
You will see the list of one or more scanning sessions quickly scroll until all sessions have been 
moved to the server. 
 
NOTE:  Your scanning device must have a properly configured WLAN/Wireless or cradle-
based Ethernet connection to a network with Internet access.  Please consult a qualified 
network consultant to configure the network settings for your device(s) 
 
If your device should return an error concerning network connectivity, please consult your 
local network administrator.  This most likely means that your portable scanning device does 
not have a proper connection to your network. 
 
If your device should return an error about an invalid login please contact Closerware 
support for assistance in updating your scanner’s configuration settings. 
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Server-Side Processing 
With VolunteerMatters Pro the admin menu includes links to convert the scan data to attendance 
and/or volunteer interactions. 
 

 
 
The first icon “Sessions” allows you to view each session file that had been previously uploaded 
from a handheld scanner during the synchronization process.  Each session file actually contains a 
batch of individual scans, each with its own date, time and attendance ID.  The first goal is to 
validate and process the session files.  This will extract each individual scan and match it with a 
contact in the database.   
 
The second icon “Scan Data” will allow you to convert the scan data for each individual into either 
attendance or volunteer interactions 
 

“Sessions” Validate and Process Scan Session Files 
 
After you have successfully “Synchronized with Server” from your portable scanning device, all 
session data files will be moved from your local device over the Internet to your VolunteerMatters 
system.  You may navigate to Admin > Sessions to view the list of all session files that had 
previously been “synchronized” with the server and are awaiting conversion to VolunteerMatters 
interactions and/or requirement fulfillments.  
 

 
 
Edit 
You may click edit to the right of the session to override the session name and/or scanner name that 
was assigned at the time the scans were made.   
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You may want to update the session name and device name that was set at the time of the scan by 
the device operator to something more consistent with common naming practices.  For example, you 
may have three people using three different devices recording attendance to the same “January 
General Meeting”.  One person may name their session “Jan Gen Member Meeting”, a second 
person may call it “January GMM”, and another may name the session “JAN 15 Gen Meet”.  
Overriding session names and device names allows you to be more consistent in naming for 
common events and programs. 
 
Process 
Click process to accept the scan session and make it available for conversion to VolunteerMatters 
interactions 
 
 

“Scan Data” Generate VolunteerMatters Interactions 
 
VolunteerMatters allows you to store “Interactions” in a contact’s record.  There are several types of 
interactions including: 
 

• Communication 
• Attendance 
• Volunteer 

 
VolunteerMatters provides tools to convert scan data to either Attendance or Volunteer Interactions.  
Attendance interactions are for those events where you want to record whether or not the person 
attended (typically one scan per event).  Attendance interactions allow you to record an event name, 
attendance type (customizable), date, time, and notes.  If you had in and out scan times this could 
be set to appear in the notes field. 
 
Volunteer interactions are for those events where you want to track the start time and end time a 
person volunteered (typically two or more scans per event for in and out times).  Volunteer 
interactions allow you to record an event name, attendance type (customizable), date, start time, end 
time, and notes.   
 
View 
From Admin > Scan Data you may view a listing of all scan data that has yet to be associated with a 
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contact interaction.  In the list you will notice session name, scanner name, scan date and time, scan 
status, the associated contact’s ID and name.   
 

 
 
 
NOTE:  If there are listings without a contact’s name or ID this means that the scanned 
barcode has not yet been associated with a contact.   
 
Filter 
Your first step should be to narrow the list of scans to only include scans that would be processed 
similarly.   

 

 
 
You can do this by filtering on the scan data (session name, scanner name, scan date, scan 
data, scan status contact first and last name, and contact ID).  For example, you could filter 
to only include scans that have the session name “January General Meeting”.   
 
Scan View 
You may view the data in two modes, “Scan View” and “In/out View”.  Scan view lists the 
event scans as single scans assuming one scan per event.  This is the view that is typically 
used when generating attendance interactions.  This view allows you to change the sort 
order of scan records.   
 

 
 
You may choose to sort by one or more of the scan fields, in ascending or descending order. 
 
In/out View 
The “In/out View” pairs scans assuming that the odd number scans (first, third, fifth, etc.) 
scans for a contact on a specific date is a start time and the even numbered scans on that 
date for that contact are end times.  This is the view that is typically used when generating 
volunteer interactions. 
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Edit 
Clicking edit to the right of a specific scan will allow you to edit a single scan.  Clicking “Mass Edit” 
will allow you to edit all scans included in the filter.  When editing scans you may delete the scan, or 
update the scan(s) status to “ignore” or “new”.  Those scans marked as ignore will not be included in 
processing and those marked as new will be processed. 
 

 
 
 
Process 
Before clicking “Process” make sure you are in the proper view mode (in/out or scan view).  The 
view selected prior to clicking “Process” will determine if the system should bundle in and out scans.  
If you are in Scan View prior to clicking “Process”, the system will treat each scan record as a unique 
interaction.  If you are in In/Out View prior to clicking “Process”, the system will bundle scans to pair 
in and out scans and record the pair as a single interaction.  If you process scans in “In/out View” it 
will only process those scans that have been paired.  In other words, it will not process scans that 
have an “in”, but no “out” scan.  These would have to be processed in “Scan View”. 
 
Clicking “Process” progresses then prompt for the type of interaction you would like to create 
(Attendance or Volunteer).   
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Options on Attendance Interactions: 
 

 
Attendance Date and Time – You may use the actual scan dates and times or manually set 
dates and times for all scans to the same value.  This is especially important when using 
paper-based sign in sheets. If today you were to scan a sign in sheet from several days 
prior, the scans would have today’s date and time.  You would want to override the scan 
date and time with the event’s actual date and time. 
 
Attendance Type – Select from one of the attendance interaction types (customizable within 
VolunteerMatters configuration) 
 
Subject – Enter a descriptive subject of the attendance interaction 
 
Scan Session Name – Choose not to use the scan session name or prepend/append it to 
the interaction subject. 

 
Notes – Enter any relevant notes about this interaction 
 
Append to Notes – Choose one or more scan data elements (session name, scanner name, 
and/or scan time) from the scan to append to the interaction notes 
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Options on Volunteer Interactions: 

 
 
Volunteer Date, Start Time, Stop Time – You may use the actual scan dates and in/out 
times or use set dates, start times and end times for all scans to the same values.  This is 
especially important when using paper-based sign in sheets. If today you were to scan a 
sign in sheet from several days prior, the scans would have today’s date and time.  You 
would want to override the scan date and time with the event’s actual date and time. 
 
Volunteer Type – Select from one of the volunteer interaction types (customizable within 
VolunteerMatters configuration) 
 
Subject – Enter a descriptive subject of the volunteer interaction 
 
Scan Session Name – Choose not to use the scan session name or prepend/append it to 
the interaction subject. 

 
Notes – Enter any relevant notes about this interaction 
 
Append to Notes – Choose one or more data elements (session name, scanner name, 
and/or scan time) from the scan to append to the interaction notes. 
 

Click “Process” to generate interactions with the above settings. 
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Fulfill Requirements from Attendance Interactions                                                        
 
Overview 
You may generate fulfillments based on attendance interactions that were generated by barcode 
scans, those manually created by an administrator, and those imported via VolunteerMatters import 
utilities.  Navigate to Admin > Event Attendance. 
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This presents you with a listing of all attendance interactions for your contacts.  The system may 
contain multiple list views for event interactions which you may define.  Just above the list view you 
will see a drop-down list for the view options.  
This control will allow you to select from your 
private views (views created by you just for you) 
and public views (views created by an 
administrator who set the view to share with other 
administrators).  You may click on the “?” to the 
left of the view to see the view description as set by the administrator.  You may also edit existing 
views and create new views. For more information on managing views of all types please review the 
“Managing List Views” section o f this guide. 

 

 
 
Edit 
Clicking “Edit” to the right of a specific interaction or clicking “Mass Edit” will allow you either delete 
the interaction(s) or change the Requirement Flag. 
 
Requirement Flags 
THE REQUIREMENT FLAG ON AN 
INTERACTION MUST BE SET TO 
“APPLICABLE” IN ORDER TO GENERATE A 
FULFILLMENT BASED ON THAT 
INTERACTION.  BY DEFAULT, 
INTERACTIONS ARE MARKED AS 
“INAPPLICABLE” SO YOU MUST PERFORM 
THIS EDIT TO SUCCESSFULLY GENERATE FULFILLMENTS FROM AN INTERACTION. 
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• Inapplicable – By default, all interactions are set to be “Inapplicable”.  Inapplicable scans 
are those scans that cannot be used to generate fulfillments to requirements.   
 

• Applicable – Only interactions marked as “Applicable” may be used to generate 
fulfillments.   
 

• Applied – After using the attendance tools to generate a requirement fulfillment from an 
interaction, the system automatically sets the interaction to have a requirement flag of 
“Applied”.  This flags the interaction so administrators know that it had at one time been 
applied as a fulfillment to a member requirement, thereby discouraging duplicate 
fulfillments.  “Applied” scans are not available to generate fulfillments to requirements.  
The system does allow an administrator to manually change interaction requirement 
flags to or from “Applied”.  This accommodates unique circumstances where a single 
interaction may fulfill multiple.  
 
 

Requirement Processing 
 
After you filter the attendance interactions and marked the appropriate records as “applicable”, you 
may click the “Requirement Processing” button to define how you would like the interactions applied 
to member requirements. 
 

 
 
Requirement – Select the requirement this attendance interaction fulfilled 
 
Fulfillment type – Select from one of the fulfillment types.  
 
Fulfillment Date – Chose to set the fulfillment date to the attendance interaction date or manually 
designate a specific date. 
 
Points – Define the number of points to be credited to the contact for attendance to this event. 
 
Notes – Enter any relevant notes about this fulfillment. 
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Append to Notes – Choose one or more data elements from the interaction record to append to the 
fulfillment notes. 
 

Fulfill Requirements from Volunteer Interactions 
 
Overview 
You may generate fulfillments based on volunteer interactions that were generated by barcode 
scans, those manually created by an administrator, and those imported via VolunteerMatters import 
utilities.  Navigate to Admin > Volunteer Attendance. 
 
This presents you with a listing of all volunteer interactions for your contacts.  The system may 
contain multiple list views for volunteer interactions which you may define.  Just above the list view 
you will see a drop-down list for the view options.  
This control will allow you to select from your 
private views (views created by you just for you) 
and public views (views created by an 
administrator who set the view to share with other 
administrators).  You may click on the “?” to the 
left of the view to see the view description as set by the administrator.  You may also edit existing 
views and create new views. For more information on managing views of all types please review the 
“Managing List Views” section o f this guide. 
 

 
 
Edit 
Clicking “Edit” to the right of a specific interaction or clicking “Mass Edit” will allow you either delete 
the interaction(s) or change the Requirement Flag. 
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Requirement Flags 
THE REQUIREMENT FLAG ON AN INTERACTION 
MUST BE SET TO “APPLICABLE” IN ORDER TO 
GENERATE A FULFILLMENT BASED ON THAT 
INTERACTION.  BY DEFAULT, INTERACTIONS 
ARE MARKED AS “INAPPLICABLE” SO YOU MUST 
PERFORM THIS EDIT TO SUCCESSFULLY 
GENERATE FULFILLMENTS FROM AN INTERACTION. 
 
Inapplicable – By default, all interactions are set to be “Inapplicable”.  Inapplicable scans are those 
scans that cannot be used to generate fulfillments to requirements.   
 
Applicable – The only interactions that can be converted to fulfillments are those marked as 
“Applicable”.   
 
Applied – After using the attendance tools to generate a requirement fulfillment from an interaction, 
the system automatically sets the interaction to have a requirement flag of “Applied”.  This flags the 
interaction so administrators know that it had at one time been applied as a fulfillment to a member 
requirement, discouraging duplicate fulfillments.  “Applied” scans are not available to generate 
fulfillments to requirements.  The system does allow an administrator to manually change interaction 
requirement flags to or from “Applied”.  This accommodates unique circumstances where a single 
interaction may fulfill multiple requirements.   
 
Requirement Processing 
After you filter the volunteer interactions, you may click the “Requirement Processing” button to 
define how you would like the interactions applied to member requirements. 
 

 
 
Requirement – select the requirement this volunteer interaction fulfilled 
 
Fulfillment Type – select from one of the fulfillment types  
 
Fulfillment Date – Chose to set the fulfillment date to the volunteer interaction date or manually 
designate a specific date. 
 
Points – Choose to fulfill the requirement in direct proportion to the total hours volunteered (time 
between in/out scans – 1 hour equals 1 point) or you may define the specific number of points the 
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volunteer interaction will be credited against this requirement (regardless of the time actually 
recorded for any one individual). 
 
Notes – enter any relevant notes about this fulfillment 
 
Append to Notes – Choose one or more data elements from the interaction record to append to the 
fulfillment notes. 
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QuickBooks Integration for Dues  
 
VolunteerMatters Pro can be enhanced to share contact data with your local QuickBooks file, create 
invoices in bulk, and apply payments in bulk.  This capability greatly streamlines the tracking of 
membership dues and other financial requirements for membership.  Upcoming version releases will 
extend this capability to synchronize the financial activity surrounding pledging and donations. 
 
There is a small piece of software ("Web Connector") published by the makers of QuickBooks that 
must be installed on a machine running QuickBooks Professional for your organization.  This web 
connector is what communicates with VolunteerMatters’ servers to synchronize financial data 
between the two systems.  All communications is one-way from VolunteerMatters to your 
QuickBooks application.  In other words, any changes to contact information and dues invoices and 
payments entered into VolunteerMatters will be synched to QuickBooks.  However, if you should 
enter a payment, apply a credit, update contact information in QuickBooks, this will not be reflected 
in your VolunteerMatters database.  Therefore, all related activities should be initiated in 
VolunteerMatters and allowed to flow to QuickBooks.  This would include the update of contact 
information, the generation of invoices related to membership requirements (e.g., dues), and 
payments associated with membership requirements (e.g., dues payments). 

 

Installing the Intuit Web Connector 

1. Download the QuickBooks Web Connector at http://marketplace.intuit.com/webconnector/ 
 

2. Execute the installation file downloaded (e.g. if saved to your Desktop, double click on icon.. 
otherwise find where you saved the downloaded file 'QBWebConnectorInstaller.exe' and 
double click on it) 
 

3. Make sure QuickBooks Pro 2006 (or greater) with the company file you wish to use is open, 
and you are logged in with your Administrator account. You can add the connection to 
VolunteerMatters in either of two ways: 
 

A. Install the "qwc" file given to you by Closerware, by just double clicking on it from the 
desktop or wherever you saved it to your hard drive.  To obtain a "qwc" file simply 
make a request to our support department. 
 

B. Open the WebConnector from your Start > Programs > QuickBooks menu, and click 
the Add Application button on the bottom right of the WebConnector screen. Then 
find the location of the "qwc" file given to you by Closerware, select it and it will be 
added to the list of applications in the WebConnector. 
 

4. A blue dialog box will come up asking you to Authorize New Web Service. Basically this is 
just accepting the Secure Certificate for https://www.closerware.com and saying that you 
trust the QuickBooks file to connect to this web service. So click “Ok”. 
 

A. Side Note: If anything else comes up, or if the blue dialog does not have our full 
information, or says it can’t be trusted.. you may have to open up an Internet 
Explorer browser and go to https://www.closerware.com to accept and possibly 
install the certificate. 
 

5. Now a grey dialog box will open up in the QuickBooks file asking you “Do you want to allow 
this application to read and modify this company file?” (Note: that you must be logged in with 
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the QuickBooks Administrator account, otherwise an error will be thrown requesting that you 
log in with administrator privileges) 
 

A. Set to “Yes, always; allow access even if QuickBooks is not running” 
B. Select a user to run as (Choose the Admin) 
C. DO NOT need to check the bottom box allowing access to personal data. 
D. Click “Continue….” 
E. It’ll show the summary of your changes. 
F. Click “Done” 

 
6. The Web Connector will pop up showing the “Closerware QuickBooks Web Service” set to 

Auto-run every 30 mins. Now you need to enter the password given to you by Closerware. 
You can answer "Yes" when it asks to save the password. (NOTE: Passwords are case 
sensitive.) 
 

7. Check the box in the left hand column and click “Update Selected” just to test that it 
connects successfully to our Web Service. If it does not connect the password could be 
entered incorrectly and an error message will show up in red stating "Invalid 
Username/Password" as in the image below: 
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If you're having trouble getting it to connect to the Closerware QuickBooks Web Service, here are 
some tips to insure that everything is set up properly: 

1. Make sure the password you have entered is correct. Passwords are case-sensitive. 
 

2. Make sure the machine you are on has internet connectivity. You can test this by going to 
the https://www.closerware.com/qbengine/ If you have connectivity you should come to a 
page with the title "Closerware QB Integration Web Service" 
 

3. Make sure you have the checkbox checked that is located to the left of the "Closerware 
QuickBooks Web Service" application listed in the WebConnector. This must be checked for 
the WebConnector to either automatically run based on the "Every_Min" setting or to run 
upon clicking the "Update Selected" button. 
 

4. If you are still having difficulties please email support 

 

Synchronize your QuickBooks Company File with 
VolunteerMatters 
 
After the initial setup, VolunteerMatters is ready to use with your QuickBooks company file.  There 
are a few ways in which the QuickBooks customers in your local QuickBooks company file will be 
updated with information from VolunteerMatters: 

1. During the initial "sync" of contacts to customer records, we will run an update on all of the 
customer records that match contacts in the system.   

 

2. When generating invoices for a requirement or creating payments for a fulfillment in 
VolunteerMatters, the QuickBooks Integration product will check to see if the contact you are 
creating the invoice or payment for is currently matched to a customer in your QuickBooks 
company file. If not, it will create a new customer with only the basic required information for 
a QuickBooks customer. You will have to run a "QuickBooks Customer Bulk Update Tool" to 
have the full contact's information seeded to the customer. The basic information sent when 
a customer is added during an invoice or payment creation is: 

1. Customer Name 

2. First Name 

3. Last Name 

 

3. The only way to specifically update QuickBooks customer records with Closerware contact 
data is to use the "QuickBooks Customer Bulk Update Tool" in the Setup section of 
VolunteerMatters. This tool is designed to allow an administrator to send contact information 
from VolunteerMatters to your local QuickBooks customer file in order to update customer 
records. The following fields will be filled with contact information during the update: 

1. Customer Name 

2. Salutation (using Title from contact record) 

3. First Name 

4. Middle Name 

5. Last Name 
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6. Suffix 

7. Email Address (using contact's primary e-mail address) 

8. Bill-to Address (using contact's primary postal address) 

9. Telephone (using contact's primary phone number) 
 
To run an update: 

1. A QuickBooks Administrator navigates to the "Setup" section off of the main menu 
after logging in, and then to the "Cust Upd" in the "Financial" section bringing you to 
the "QuickBooks Customer Bulk Update Tool". 

 

2. Either choose a saved filter from the drop down list, or leave "None" selected. 
Choosing a filter will mean that a specific group of contacts will have their 
information updated, rather than the full list of contacts shown in the table below. 
Any contacts who do not have a customer record in QuickBooks, will have one 
created for them. If no filter is chosen, the tool will use the contacts that are already 
matched with QuickBooks customer records (those contacts shown in the table 
below) and update those customer records. 

 

3. Click the "Update QB Customers with Member Info" button. Allow the request to be 
sent. There is no need to repeatedly push the button. 

 

4. You can now click the "Refresh" link on the page to see when the "Last Successful 
Update" column is updated with a new date/time. However, you must be patient to 
allow the process to run. The process is not an instantaneous update of customer 
information. The process involves: 

1. The update requests will be queued up to be sent to your QuickBooks 
company file in sequence. 

2. The next time your Web Connector on your local QuickBooks machine 
connects, it will bring down those update requests in groups of 25. 

3. If everything is fine, it will update each customer record and send back a 
response saying it was successful. Otherwise it will send back a message, 
that may require further action. Due to QuickBooks's method of versioning 
customers, sometimes a new update request will need to be added to the 
queue (this happens automatically behind the scenes) in order to properly 
update an individual customer record. So while most customers seem to be 
updating, some will take more time to finally receive their update. 

4. The responses received from your Web Connector are queued up to be 
handled by VolunteerMatters in sequence. 

5. Finally VolunteerMatters updates our records to indicate that the customer 
update was successful. 

 

5. As mentioned, there may be delays in the process that can cause it to take hours or 
more than a day, all depending on the size of the update and the frequency in which 
your Web Connector is connecting to the Closerware QuickBooks Web Service. 
Note that if a customer is removed from your local QuickBooks company file, it will 
not be updated. 

These are the only times in which a contact's information in VolunteerMatters is sent down to the 
QuickBooks company file to update their matching customer record. Also keep in mind that the 
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QuickBooks Web Connector must be run from your local machine containing the QuickBooks 
company file in order for those changes to be reflected on your local QuickBooks file. 

Configure Accounts, Items, and Terms 
 
VolunteerMatters must initially be "synched" with your QuickBooks company file in order to match up 
the QuickBooks financial lists to the associated lists in VolunteerMatters. The system needs to have 
a list of Accounts, Items and Terms from your QuickBooks company file in order to create invoices 
and/or payments via the VolunteerMatters system. These are used when adding invoices or 
payments just like they would be used if you were adding them via QuickBooks. A Closerware Setup 
Specialist has already run an initial request for these lists so that they will be updated the next time 
your QuickBooks WebConnector communicates with the VolunteerMatters system.  
 
In order to manage the Accounts, Terms and Items for your system, you should follow these 
instructions: 

1. Log in as an administrator with the QuickBooks Administrator role to your VolunteerMatters 
Administrative System. 
 

2. Navigate to the "Financial" area off of the Admin menu. 
 

3. You'll see a list of the options for managing your Financial System Integration product: 
A. Account Management Tool (Accounts) 
B. Item Management Tool (Items) 
C. Terms Management Tool (Terms) 

 
4. Each of these are managed identically so we will use the Account Management Tool as our 

example: 
 
A. Click on the "Account Management Tool" link 

 
B. You'll either see a list of already "synched" accounts or an empty list with the 

"Synchronize Account List with QuickBooks" section at the bottom. 
 
If you do not see the list of accounts: 

i. You should first make sure your WebConnector is communicating with the 
VolunteerMatters system. If after running the WebConnector you still do not see a 
list of accounts, then you must have the VolunteerMatters system query your 
QuickBooks company file for a list of accounts currently in your file, to be used 
when creating invoices and payments. 
 
a. Click on the "Synchronize Account List with QuickBooks" link. Note that by 

clicking on this link, it will override any settings you may currently have on your 
accounts (same with items and terms.) 
 

b. This will set up a job in a queue, which will be a request to your system for the 
accounts. This request will be pulled down the next time your QuickBooks Web 
Connector runs to connect to the Closerware QuickBooks Web Service. So you 
should make sure you have that running every 30 mins (or do a manual update 
by checking the box next to the application in the Web Connector and clicking 
"Update Selected" 
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c. Please be patient as this request and response does not happen in real time, 
but must wait for the communication to occur between your Web Connector 
and our system, and then the processing of the results, before it is complete 
with the synchronization. You DO NOT need to continually click the link to 
refresh the page, to prevent multiple requests from being created to query your 
QuickBooks file. You should instead use the refresh button on your browser to 
check if the querying is complete. 
 

ii. You will see the list of accounts that were found in your QuickBooks company file 
once the querying is complete. 
 

C. You can now edit the accounts which were brought up to the VolunteerMatters System 
from your QuickBooks company file 
 

i. Click the 'Edit' icon next to account you wish to manage. 
ii. You'll then be able to update the display order and set the account as "Active" or 

uncheck to make it "Inactive". Only "Active" accounts will show up in the drop down 
of available accounts when creating an invoice or payment. 

iii. Click the "Update" button to save your changes 
iv. Note that you should only include those accounts you wish to have available to 

QuickBooks Administrators to put invoices or payments against. These should only 
include Accounts Receivable account (and as a matter of fact the system will only 
show "Accounts Receivable" type accounts in the drop down for invoices or 
payments as these are the only type of accounts which they can go against in 
QuickBooks.) 

D. You are now done managing accounts and can go attempt to create an invoice or 
payment via the requirements setup or the requirements dashboard. 

The instructions are similar for Items and Terms. 
 
If after making these updates you still cannot create invoices or payments while creating 
requirements or fulfillments, you may not have the correct type of accounts active. You must make 
sure that you have at least one account of type "Accounts Receivable" active when you are 
managing accounts in order to create invoices or payments, and you must have at least one item 
and term active in order to create invoices. 
 
If you do not have this, you must update your local QuickBooks company file by adding the 
"Accounts Receivable" account, or an item record or a terms record and then rerunning the 
synchronization of the accounts, items or terms. 

 

Generating Invoices 

Within VolunteerMatters you are able to create requirements for a particular time period. You may 
then assign this requirement to specific individuals. With QuickBooks Integration you may then 
generate invoices for all individuals that have been assigned to a specific requirement. 
VolunteerMatters will securely communicate with your local QuickBooks file over the Internet to 
generate invoices for the appropriate individuals. The system allows several options when 
generating invoices including selecting an invoice date, which QuickBooks items (products) should 
be associated with the invoice and which receivables account the invoice should be applied against.   
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If there is a contact record in your database that does not have a corresponding customer record in 
QuickBooks, it will create one automatically.   
 
This solution assumes you are familiar with the creation and management of requirements.  

1. Log in to the VolunteerMatters Pro System with the appropriate permissions 

  
2. Navigate to Setup > Define Reqs 

 
3. Click on the "Assign" icon to the right of the requirement you wish to create invoices for. 

 
4. Assuming you have already set up the list of contacts who are assigned to the requirement, 

click the "Generate Invoices" button. Note that you can only add one invoice per contact per 
requirement. The help text will indicate how many of the current list have had invoices 
created. 

 
5. On the next screen you will manage the information about the invoice required by 

QuickBooks: 
1. Choose a date this invoice was/will be issued that will appear on the invoice 
2. Choose an Accounts Receivable Account 
3. Choose the Terms for the invoice 
4. Add up to 4 line items for the invoice with a quantity, item type, description, rate. 

The items in the list are synched with your QB file and will automatically fill in the 
fields with default values when chosen. You can override the quantity, description 
and rate values however. 

5. Click Next when you are done setting up the invoice 
6. Review the results and either click Edit to make changes or Generate Invoices to 

confirm and create the invoices. 

 
6. This will create tasks within the system for the creation of invoices. If you go to the 

Requirements tab on any of the contacts' detail records who were assigned the requirement, 
you will see that the Invoice is in the state of "Invoice Submitted", "Invoice Pending", or 
"Invoice Recorded" 

1. Invoice Submitted: The system has created a job so that the next time your QB file 
is synched with VolunteerMatters, it will pull down that task of creating an invoice for 
that contact. 

2. Invoice Pending: The system is in the middle of synching with your QB file and is 
pending a response indicating that the invoice was recorded. 

3. Invoice Recorded: Your QuickBooks Web Connector has received the task of 
creating an invoice for that user and has indicated to VolunteerMatters that it was 
successfully recorded in your QuickBooks file. 

 
7. You can also check the overall status of the invoices on requirements by navigating to the 

Financial section off of the Admin menu, and then clicking on the Invoice Tx icon. 

If you have your QuickBooks Web Connector running every 30 minutes on the computer where your 
QuickBooks file is located, it will receive the update from VolunteerMatters automatically and add the 
invoice for each of the contacts into your file on the next update. If you do not have it running every 
30 minutes then you must manually tell it to update and synch with VolunteerMatters. 
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Generating Payments 
 
Within VolunteerMatters you are able to create financial requirements that are assigned to specific 
individuals. From these requirements you can generate invoices.  Each time a fulfillment to thes 
requirements are created for one or more individuals, the system provides you with the option to 
record a payment in QuickBooks.  When recording the payment (financial fulfillment), you may select 
a transaction type, date, and amount, and which receivables account the payment should be applied 
against.   
 
To create payments in your QuickBooks business file based on requirement fulfillments, follow the 
below steps.  

1. Log in to the VolunteerMatters Pro System with the appropriate permissions  

 

2. Navigate to Admin > Requirements Dashboard 

 

3. Click on the "Add Fulfillments" link to the right of the requirement you wish to create 
fulfillment payments for.  

 

4. Create the fulfillment record as usual, choosing the appropriate contacts that have fulfilled 
the requirement 

 

5. You must then check the box labeled "Include a Financial Transaction" and fill out the 
remaining fields: 

1. Choose the transaction type 

2. Choose the date on which this transaction occurred as the payment date 

3. Choose an Accounts Receivable Account 

4. Enter the amount of this payment 

5. Optionally add a memo for this payment 

6. Click Add Fulfillments to confirm and create both the fulfillment record in the 
VolunteerMatters system and the creation of a financial transaction in your 
QuickBooks file. 

 

6. This will create tasks within the system for the creation of payments. If you go to the 
Requirements tab on any of the contacts' detail records who were given the fulfillment, you 
will see under the Requirement, the fulfillment record listed with a status of "Payment 
Submitted", "Payment Pending" or "Payment Recorded" 

1. Payment Submitted: The system has created a job so that the next time your QB file 
is synched with VolunteerMatters, it will pull down that task of creating a payment for 
that contact. 

2. Payment Pending: The system is in the middle of synching with your QB file and is 
pending a response indicating that the payment was recorded. 

3. Payment Recorded: Your QuickBooks Web Connector has received the task of 
creating a payment for that user and has indicated to VolunteerMatters that it was 
successfully recorded in your QuickBooks file. 

 

7. You can also check the overall status of the payments by navigating to the Financial section 
off of the Admin menu, and then clicking on the Payment Tx icon. 
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You can also create individual fulfillments and payments on contacts when viewing the contact's 
"Requirements" tab and clicking the "add" icon for a specific requirement. 

If you have your QuickBooks Web Connector running every 30 minutes on the computer where your 
QuickBooks file is located, it will receive the update from VolunteerMatters automatically and add the 
payment for each of the contacts into your file on the next update. If you do not have it running every 
30 minutes then you must manually tell it to update and synch with VolunteerMatters. 

 

Invoice/Payment Status 
 
VolunteetMatters Pro provides the ability to check on the status of an invoice or payment that is to 
be synchronized with QuickBooks.   
 
Check on the status of invoices 

1. Log in to the VolunteerMatters System with the appropriate permissions  

2. Navigate to Admin > Invoice Tx menu item in the Financial section.  

3. By default the list is filtered showing Invoices on for Requirements due on or after the 
current date. You can remove this filter criteria and/or add more to filter down the list. 

This list will give the admin a global view of all requirements with invoices associated with them, with 
the ability to see the current status on each transaction. 

• Submitted - The transaction has been created but not yet recorded in your organization's 
QuickBooks company file (or VolunteerMatters has yet to receive the response from your 
Web Connector running on your local QuickBooks machine that it has been recorded.) 

• Recorded - The Web Connector has told VolunteerMatters that it has recorded the 
transaction in your organization's QuickBooks Company file. 

• Error - There was an error in entering the transaction into QuickBooks, please contact 
support for further information on the error. 

Check on the status of financial fulfillments (aka – payments) 

1. Log in to the VolunteerMatters System with the appropriate permissions 

2. Navigate to Admin > Payment Tx menu item in the Financial section.  

3. By default the list is filtered showing Fulfillments from the past 30 days. You can remove this 
filter criteria and/or add more to filter down the list. 

This list will give the admin a global view of all fulfillments with payments associated with them, with 
the ability to see the current status on each transaction. 

• Submitted - The transaction has been created but not yet recorded in your organization's 
QuickBooks company file (or VolunteerMatters has yet to receive the response from your 
Web Connector running on your local QuickBooks machine that it has been recorded.) 

• Recorded - The Web Connector has told VolunteerMatters that it has recorded the 
transaction in your organization's QuickBooks Company file. 
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• Error - There was an error in entering the transaction into QuickBooks, please contact 
support for further information on the error. 

Individual Contact Detail 

 

The status of a transaction can also be viewed by navigating to an individual contact's profile detail 
and to the "Requirements" tab. There you can see the requirement, including the current status of 
the invoice and payments associated with it. 

 

If you have your QuickBooks Web Connector running every 30 minutes on the computer where your 
QuickBooks file is located, it will receive the update from VolunteerMatters automatically and add the 
transaction for each of the contacts into your file on the next update. If you do not have it running 
every 30 minutes then you must manually tell it to update and synch with VolunteerMatters. This can 
effect the time it takes for transactions to have their status updated. 


